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ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT 

Stirred tanks agitated with Rushton turbines are commonly used in industry, for instance mixing processes 

and flotation systems. The need for more efficient systems in industries has led to the study of fluid flow 

within the tanks upon agitation; so that a better understanding of the phenomena can help in the opti

misation of the tanks. In the recent years, efforts have been made towards the development of predictive 

methods using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Among the various numerical works presented, em

phasis was laid mainly on single phase systems. However, due to the various processes involving gas-liquid 

systems, the need for multiphase modelling of stirred tanks became increasingly important. This has led 

to more research studies involving multiphase flows. Most of the work reported showed good prediction of 

the velocity data and the power draw, reasonable turbulence parameters. But, the prediction of the gas 

hold-up was rarely well established. 

Therefore, the aim of this thesis, based on the numerical work presented by Engelbrecht (2006), is to 

investigate the discrepancies reported and to develop a multiphase model of a stirred tank agitated by 

a Rushton turbine. The commercially available CFD code FLUENT@ was used to model the agitated 

gas-liquid system. The results were validated with the numerical work of Engelbrecht (2006) and the 

experimental work presented by Deglon (1998). 

Two main cases were investigated, with a steady state and a transient approach. The QUICK scheme 

was used for the discretisation of the volume fraction and momentum and the first order upwind scheme 

for the discretisation of the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate. The standard k - E turbulence 

model was used to account for the turbulent flow regime. A steady state MRF model was used for the 

investigation of the discrepancy reported by Engelbrecht (2006). The author reported that no convergence 

was achieved with such models. Solving the problem would have resulted in a good modelling approach 

for the prediction of gas dispersion, since steady state models are not computationally intensive. Three 

different boundary conditions, namely, a pressure outlet, an outflow and a velocity inlet, were used to 

model the outlet of the tank. The Euler-Euler multiphase model was used to simulate the gas-liquid 

system for the steady state model. 

The sliding mesh model was used to simulate the transient case. Two different multi phase models, the 

Euler-Euler and the mixture model, were used for comparative purposes. Then, based on the findings a 

modified drag model of Schiller and Naumann was implemented and validated. This was used to account 

for the increase in drag caused by frothers. 

The results for the velocity values a.nd turbulence parameters were well predicted. They showed good 

correlation to the numerical work presented by Engelbrecht (2006). The prediction of the mean velocity 

in the bulk tank a.nd the turbulence parameters at the impeller tip did not follow the experimental trend. 

However, the differences were attributed to the experimental techniques used. The gas hold-up was poorly 

predicted for all cases and none of the steady state models satisfied the continuity convergence criterion. 

The convergence criterion problem was resolved with the unsteady state models. The latter were based 
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ABSTRACT 

on the Euler-Euler and the mixture model at an impeller speed of 940 rpm. The models were both in 

accordance with the numerical investigation of Engelbrecht (2006). The results for both models followed 

the same trend in terms of mean velocity, power draw, gas hold-up and turbulence parameters. The turbu

lence parameters were over-predicted in highly turbulent regions with the mixture model. Nonetheless, the 

mixture model being a less computationally intensive than the Euler-Euler model was found reasonable 

for the prediction of gas dispersion. Furthermore, both models were found to poorly predict the flow at 

the gas-liquid interface. The flow above the baffles rose to an unrealistic amount, resulting in an unwanted 

entrainment of gas in the system. 

Further investigations at impeller speeds at 630 rpm and 1260 rpm showed that the phenomenon was 

exacerbated with increasing impeller speed. However, the discrepancy was less significant at 630 rpm. 

The fluid flow at the different speeds was also validated with the experimental data of Deglon (1998). All 

the cases showed good correlation, however some discrepancies were observed at higher impeller speed 

with the prediction in the impeller region. The turbulence parameters were again over-predicted in the 

turbulent regions, which corroborated with the findings at 940 rpm suggesting a possible shortcoming of 

the mixture model over Euler-Euler model. It was further concluded, that the models failed to simulate 

the gas-liquid interface accurately. However, a system with a low impeller speed can be used for an agi

tated gas-liquid system. 

The modified drag model, which accounted for the effect of frothers, gave acceptable results. An in

crease in the gas hold-up was observed with the increase in drag coefficient. However, the increase in 

gas hold-up was not proportional to the increase in drag coefficient. The increase in gas in the system 

resulted in the expected decrease in mean and root mean square velocity. On the other hand, the in

crease in turbulent kinetic energy was not observed. Similarly, the power draw decreased instead of the 

expected increase observed experimentally. Nonetheless, it was concluded that the approach of modifying 

the Schiller and Naumann was acceptable. 
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1.1 OVERVIEW INTRODUCTION 

This started with the investigation of the flow field, with photographic measurement of velocity of water 

(Cutter, 1966) in a stirred tank for the description of local rates of energy dissipation or to examine 

the trailing vortex pair in the impeller region (Riet and Smith, 1975). Similarly, studies were performed 

for gas-liquid mixtures where gas dispersion was examined (Riet and Smith, 1973). These experimen

tal techniques were further improved with the application of Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) (Costes 

and Coudrec, 1988; Wu and Patterson, 1989; Wu et al., 1989; Dyster et al., 1993; Kresta and Wood, 1993). 

Despite the progress made, there was still a lack of detailed data concerning the flow field (Shafer et 

1997). Thus, efforts have been made towards the development of predictive methods using Computational 

Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Single phase flows have been the first step in the modelling of the stirred tanks. 

Coupled with experimental techniques that can provide considerable information about 3-dimensional flow 

(Mavros, 2001), such as Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) (Armenante et aL, 1997) and Particle Image 

Velocimetry (PIV) (Deen et a1., 2002; Ranade et al., 2001), single phase flows were investigated numeri

cally. Comprehensive single phase numerical work has been presented, particularly with investigation of 

discretisation scheme, turbulence models, grid resolution or impeller rotation models in view of enhancing 

the prediction of the fluid flow and the associated phenomena in stirred tank (Ranade et aL, 1989; Kresta 

and Wood, 1991; Luo et aI., 1993; Fokema et al., 1994; G. Tabor, 1996; Ranade, 1997; Brucato et al., 

1998; Wechsler et al., 1999; Jenne and Reuss, 1991; Aubin et al., 2004; Hartmann et al., 2004; Javed et a1., 

2006; Deglon and Meyer, 2006). 

However, most of the industries use processes involving gas-liquids systems. Among the many sub

processes involved in such systems, gas dispersion, described by the interfacial area, gas hold-up and 

bubble size distribution, has been an active research area due to its strong influence on gas-liquid mass 

transfer (Sun et aL, 2006). Nevertheless, the multiphase modelling of stirred tanks has not been compre

hensively investigated. Only a few research studies have been carried out where the hydrodynamics and 

gas dispersion have been numerically predicted (Bakker, 1992; Gosman et a1., 1992; Bakker and Akker, 

1994; Ranade and Akker, 1994; Morud and IIjertager, 1996; Ranade and Deshpande, 1999; Lane et aI., 

2002; Deen et al., 2002; Khopkar et aL, 2005; Kerdouss et al., 2006). The development and understanding 

of the multiphase models can be used as the stepping stone for the modelling of the complex phenomena 

occurring within stirred tanks. 

Among the various studies presented with regards to a gas-liquid system in a Rushton turbine agitated 

stirred tank, many of them had reported a poor prediction of the gas hold-up. Recently Engelbrecht (2006) 

presented a multiphase model based on the single phase work of Siwale (2004). The work presented by 

Engelbrecht (2006) was based on the Euler-Euler multiphase model. Both the MRF and the sliding mesh 

model were used. A grid dependence study was performed using the steady state MRF model, where no 

significant difference was observed. The author also reported a poor prediction of the gas hold-up and 

the inability to achieve convergence with the MRF model. The sliding mesh model with the MRF model 

used as an initial condition was recommended by the author. 
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INTRODUCTION 1.2 SCOPE OF THESIS 

1.2 SCOPE OF THESIS 

Thus, the purpose of this thesis was to develop a gas-liquid multiphase numerical model based on the 

work presented by Engelbrecht (2006), such that acceptable and reliable information in terms of the flow 

field and the gas hold-up can be obtained. The steady state MRF model, being computationally less 

intensive than the transient sliding mesh model, is a convenient way to achieve the mentioned objectives. 

The discrepancies with regards to convergence with the steady state models were thus investigated. The 

appropriateness of a mixture multiphase model was investigated and the implementation of the effect of 

frothers was also looked at. Various models with different boundary conditions for the outlet, impeller 

rotation models (steady and unsteady) and multiphase modf:ls were used in view of understanding and 

developing an efficient way to predict the above-mentioned flow characteristics. 

The thesis begins with a literature review (Chapter 2) which contains a brief description of the numerical 

techniques used for the development of both single phase models and multi phase models for stirred tanks, 

their applicability and appropriateness to the modelling of stirred tanks. This is concurrently supported 

with a review of the findings reported in previous studies. The next chapter covers the methodology or 

numerical approach (Chapter 3) used in modelling the multiphase models. The geometry of the numerical 

models were based on the experimental work presented by Degloll (1998). The associated boundary con

ditions, turbulence models, discretisation scheme, impeller rotation model and multiphase models were 

described where appropriate. This is followed by a description of the techniques used to determine the 

velocity, turbulence parameters and gas hold-up. The results and discussions are presented in Chapter 

4, where the multi phase results were compared to the experimental work and numerical work presented 

by Deglon (1998) and Engelbrecht (2006). The conclusions drawn are presented in Chapter 5 and finally 

recommendations based on these are presented in Chapter 6. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

The wide application of stirred tanks has led to many research studies including both experimental and nu

merical work. The experimental work first started with the visualisation of single phase fluid flow and was 

followed by the determination of hydrodynamics properties, such as velocity and turbulence parameters. 

This was used as a stepping stone for the investigation of multi phase flows where, in addition to the above

mentioned parameters, factors such as gas hold-up and residence time were looked at. Some limitations 

were however observed with the experimental techniques used and therefore the numerical investigation 

of single phase and thereafter multiphase flows became increasingly important. Various numerical works 

have been published to date, where the techniques used and the findings were presented. These are briefly 

explained in this chapter, which starts with a description of the computational approaches used, their 

appropriateness and followed by a review of the findings for multi phase flows. The computational and 

mathematical models described were all according to the FLUENT® user manual (Fluent Inc). 

2.1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

The governing equations of fluid flow represent mathematical statements of the conservation laws of 

physics (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995). The conservation equations are given by the equations for 

mass (continuity) and momentum (N avier-Stokes). These are time-averaged to yield Reynolds averaged 

Navier-Stokes equations. The energy equation is solved for flows involving heat transfer or compressibility. 

2.1.1 CONTINUITY EQUATION 

The equation for conservation of mass, or continuity, is given by: 

~ + 'V . (pv) = Sm (2.1) 

where 8 m is the mass added to the continuous phase from the dispersed second phase and any user-defined 

sources 

2.1.2 NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION 

The Navier-Stokes equations, which describe the conservation of momentum, are given by: 

a (pv) n (4') n n (-) f .. pg~ .+. F~ ~+v. pvv =-vp+v' T (2.2) 

where p is the static pressure 

T is the stress tensor 

pg is the gravitational body force 

F is the external body forces 

It relates the sum of the convective acceleration and local acceleration to the sum of the pressure gradient, 

the viscosity term and the external body forces. 
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2.2 DISCRETISATION LITERATURE REVIEW 

The stress tensor is given by 

(2.3) 

where is the molecular viscosity 

I is a unit tensor 

2.1.3 TIME AVERAGING 

This method decomposes the solution variables in the instantaneous (exact) Navier-Stokes equations into 

the mean (time-averaged) and fluctuating components. 

Thus, the velocity components are given by: 

Ui = 'iIi +U; (2.4) 

where 'iIi and u: are the mean and fluctuating components (i = 1,2,3). 

Similar equations are used for other scalar quantities such as pressure, energy, species concentration. 

The time averaged equations are substituted into the instantaneous continuity and momentum equations 

yields: 
ap a _ 
at + ax; (pUi) = 0 (2.5) 

and 

(2.6) 

Equation 2.5 and 2.6 are known as the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. Additional 

terms,-p'u;uj, known as the Reynolds stresses now appear in Equation 2.6. These must be modelled to 

close the RANS equation. 

2.2 DISCRETISATION 

Discretisation is the process by which a closed-form mathematical expression is approximated to a system 

of algebraic expression. The accuracy and the ability to physically model a system is partly dictated 

by the discretisation scheme and has three fundamental properties namely conservativeness, boundedness 

and transportiveness (Versteeg and Malalasekera, 1995). They also ensure the stability of the flow regime. 

Furthermore, the accuracy of the numerical solution depends on how close the discretised equations repre

sent the PDE's (Ranade et al., 1989). Thus, higher order schemes, ensure that the schemes are less prone 

to numerical diffusion errors. The better the accuracy of the scheme or for a given accuracy, the smaller 

will be the grid required. However, higher schemes can be more computationally expensive, for cases 

where high grid resolution are necessary. Many studies, as described in Section 2.2.1, have been presented 

to date. They reported the effect of discretisation scheme on computational stirred tank models. Among 

those used, were upwind, central, QUICK, hybrid and the power-law discretisation scheme. 

2.2.1 INVESTIGATION OF DISCRETISATION SCHEMES 

Aubin et a1. (2004) investigated three discretisation schemes, namely the upwind, higher upwind and 

the quadratic upwind differencing schemes. The authors found that the type of discretisation scheme 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 2.3 TURBULENCE MODELLING 

has little or no effect on the prediction of the mean velocities. However, the first order upwind method 

under-predicted the small swirling region below the impeller. The dimensionless kinetic energy was under

predicted for the three numerical schemes, but was more significant for the upwind scheme. 

The power-law discretisation scheme was used for the research conducted by Javed et al. (2006). The 

velocities were accurately predicted, however the turbulent kinetic energy was under-predicted throughout 

the tank. 

The work presented by Brucato et al. (1998) made a comparison between the standard hybrid-upwind 

and the QUICK discretisation scheme. The authors showed that the two schemes gave slightly different 

results with respect to the velocities, which were comparable to experimental values. The QUICK scheme 

predicted a slightly higher recirculation rate near the top and bottom of the tank. 

Deglon and Meyer (2006) investigated the effect of the upwind central and QUICK discretisation scheme. 

The authors concluded, that for a case where the grid was not too coarse, the mean velocity was negligibly 

affected by the discretisation scheme used. In contrast, the turbulent kinetic energy was highly influenced 

by the discretisation scheme. The authors, concluded that a high order discretisation scheme was required 

for more accurate CFD predictions. 

2.3 TURBULENCE MODELLING 

Turbulence modeling of flow in stirred tanks has been of great interest to many researchers in view of 

obtaining a more detailed insight into the complex hydrodynamics and mixing process in a cost effective 

way. Several models are available; these can be categorized into two main groups, namely the Reynolds

Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) based modelling approach and the Large Eddy Simulation approach. The 

latter renders the Navier-Stokes equations tractable so that the small-scale turbulent fluctuations do not 

have to be directly simulated. They both introduce additional terms in the governing equations that need 

to be modelled in order to achieve a "closure" for the unknown variables. The RANS models are based on 

time averaged Reynolds equations, which greatly reduces the required computational effort. In contrast 

to the RANS model, in the LES the large eddies are explicitly computed in a time-dependent simulation 

using the "filtered'! Navier-Stokes equations. The filtering process filters out the eddies whose scales are 

smaller than the filter width or grid spacing used. 

2.3.1 THE STANDARD k - f MODEL 

The standard k - E is a two-equation model for which two transport equations, the turbulent kinetic 

energy, k, and its dissipation rate, E, need to be solved in order to compute the Reynolds stresses. It is a 

semi-empirical model, based mainly on flows with high Reynolds numbers. Its robustness and its ability 

to give reasonable predictions of flow fields makes it a convenient model in various applications. However, 

the model is valid mainly for fully turbulent flows since in its derivation the flow is assumed fully turbulent 

and the effects of molecular viscosity are negligible (Marden and Bakker, 2003). The dispersed k - f model 

used for the Euler-Euler multi phase model is described in Section 2.6.2. The flow near the solid surfaces 

wa..'3 accounted by the standard wall function as proposed by Launder and Spalding (1974). 
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2.3 TURBULENCE MODELLING LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.3.2 INVESTIGATION OF TURBULENCE MODELS 

The choice of an appropriate turbulence model has been the subject of many research studies in the mod

eling of stirred tanks. The researchers have used different models which varied in complexity in view of 

obtaining experimentally comparable results. Among the turbulence models used, were the RNG k - E, 

LES, k - wand the k - E model. The observations and suggestions made by the various authors are 

described below. 

Aubin et al. (2004) investigation's compared two different models, namely the RNG and the standard 

k - E models. The authors reported that there were no major differences between the mean radial and 

axial velocities. Furthermore, both models were found to poorly predict the turbulent. kinetic energy. 

Siwale (2004) compared the effect of the two models and the author found that the standard k - E model 

showed good agreement to experimental dat.a. The RNG model was found to significantly under-estimate 

the turbulent kinet.ic energy levels in the impeller discharge regions. 

Jaworski and Zakrzewka (2002) determined the effect of turbulence on the quality of the CFD predic

tion by using six t.urbulence models, namely t.he standard k - E, the RNG k - E, the realizable k - E, t.he 

Chen-Kim k - E, the optimised k - E and the Reynolds Stress Model. The axial mean velocity was well 

predict.ed with the standard k - E and the Chen-Kim k - E turbulence model. The tangential velocity 

showed good accuracy irrespective of the t.urbulence model. The t.urbulent kinet.ic was under-predicted 

for all cases, however, the results for the st.andard k - E model agreed better to the experimental results. 

The LES turbulence model has also been applied to model the fluid flow within stirred tanks. The 

mean velocit.y values and turbulence intensit.ies were well predict.ed (Derksen and Akker, 1999; Eggels, 

1996). However, Hartmann et al. (2004) reported an over-predict.ion of the t.angential velocit.y component. 

and t.he turbulent kinetic energy values. Even though, the LES model led t.o reasonably good results, it 

has been limit.ed to only a few research studies, due to the high grid requirements and the computational 

expense involved. 

On the ot.her hand, the standard k - E model has been the mostly used turbulence model. Used in various 

numerical investigations, the model predicted the flow field and the velocity reasonably well (Javed et. al., 

2006; Ranade et al., 1989; Kresta and Wood, 1991; Mont.ante et al., 2001; Ranade et al., 2001). But, the 

turbulence paramet.ers were under-predicted (Ranade and Deshpande, 1999; Javed et al., 2006; Montante 

et al., 2001; Ranade et al., 2001) especially in the region close the the impeller blade. Moreover, Abujelala 

and Lilley (1984) showed that. the model had some shortcomings with regards to the confined swirling 

flows. Research conducted by Brucato et al. (1998) showed that no advantage is offered by the use of 

modified coefficients in the k - E turbulence model. 

It has often been noted in literature that the standard k - E model showed some discrepancies in the 

modelling of thc turbulent flow characteristics occurring within stirred tanks. However, Deglon and 

Meyer (2006) reported that the inability of the standard k - E model to accurately predict the turbulent 

parameters was due to numerical errors. Thus, the authors suggested a higher order discretisation scheme 

and finer grids as similarly reported by Wechsler et al. (1999) and Aubin et a.l. (2004). This approach was 

gave better prediction of the turbulence parameters. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 2.4 GRID RESOLUTION 

2.4 GRID RESOLUTION 

The grid resolution is very important in any computational model and it highly influences the accuracy of 

the results. In the modelling of stirred tank it has proved crucial, especially in the prediction of the flow 

fields with the corresponding fluid velocities and turbulence parameters. Various numerical investigations 

have been presented to date, to substantiate that the grid resolution does indeed affect some of the flow 

regime in stirred tanks. Table 2.1 shows the maximum grid resolution used for different investigations. 

The respective height of the tank, T, and the domain which refers to the section of the tank modelled are 

also tabulated. 

Table 2.1: Computational grid used in various studies 

Reference T(m) Domain No. of Cells 

Single phase systems 

Ranade et al. (1989) 0.3 900 6900 

Kresta and Wood (1991) 0.456 450 23400 

Luo et al. (1993) 0.294 1800 151 200 

Fokema et al. (1994 ) 0.15 900 17200 

Harvey et al. (1995) 0.145 90° 619 750 

Tabor et al. (1996) 0.270 1800 120000 

Ranade (1997) 0.3 1800 61 152 

Brucato et al. (1998) 180° 97400 

Ng et al. (1998) 0.1 180° 2393468 

Wechsler et al. (1999) 0.152 90° 1 003520 

Jenne and Reuss (1991) 0.444 900 194532 

Sahu et al. (1999) 0.5 90° 21000 

Hartmann et al. (2004 ) 0.1.5 3600 228096 

Aubin et al. (2004) 0.19 360° 350000 

Javed et al. (2006) 0.296 180° 112480 

Deglon and Meyer (2006) 0.15 1800 1 900000 

Multiphase systems 

Gosman (1992) 1.83 45° 8100 

Ranade and Van Den Akker (1994) 0.3 1800 13500 

Ranade and Deshpande (1999) 0.3 1800 176400 

Lane et al. (2002) 1 600 43920 

Deen et al. (2002) 0.222 180° 370944 

Khopkar et al. (2005) 0.2 1800 352640 

Engelbrecht (2006) 0.14 1800 1 340928 

It can been seen in Table 2.1 that a range of grid resolution has been used in previous studies. The early 

research studies performed were restricted by the number of cells that could be used due to the com

putational resources available. The work presented showed good quantitative and qualitative correlation 

to experimental data for the prediction of the velocities (Bakker, 1992; Harvey-III et al., 1995; G. Ta

bor, 1996). However, some discrepancies were noted in the determination of the turbulence parameters 
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2.5 IMPELLER ROTATION MODELLING LITERATURE REVIEW 

(Bakker, 1992). Thus, with the availability of better computing power, the effect of grid resolution was 

investigated (Brucato et al., 1998; Wechsler et al., 1999; Ng et al., 1998; Siwale, 2004). Ng et al. (1998) 

demonstrated good prediction for the velocities. However, the turbulent kinetic energy, k, was under

predicted by about 50% in the region near the impeller blade. This discrepancy was attributed to the grid 

size, time step size, wall region treatment, the discretization scheme and the turbulence model. Siwale 

(2004) reported that the general flow field and the mean fluid velocity were not strongly affected by the 

grid resolution. In contrast, it greatly affected the prediction of the turbulent kinetic energy. Similarly, 

Wechsler et al. (1999) reported that the poor predictions of the turbulence kinetic energy are mainly due 

to the grid resolution rather than an inadequacy of the turbulence model as commonly noted in various 

studies (Hartmann et al., 2004; Aubin et al., 2004). 

2.5 IMPELLER ROTATION MODELLING 

The flow in a stirred tank with baffles is quite complex to model as the baffle-impeller interaction results 

in a periodic and time dependent flow. Literature on CFD stirred tank modelling shows the different 

solution approaches that were used to incorporate the motion of the impeller. The most common ones are 

the sliding mesh, the multiple reference frames, the snapshot and the impeller boundary condition models. 

2.5.1 MULTIPLE REFERENCE FRAMES MODEL 

The multi-reference frames model (MRF) is a steady-state approximation where the individual cell zones 

move at different rotational or translational speeds. As it is a reasonable model of time-averaged flow, the 

MRF model can be used for applications where the rotor-stator interaction is weak. 

The MRF model has been used in various research studies (Lane et al., 2002; Aubin et al., 2004; De

glon and Meyer, 2006). The investigations showed that the model is convenient in the prediction of the 

flow field within the tank as well as the prediction of the velocities of the fluid flow. 

2.5.2 SLIDING MESH MODEL 

The sliding-mesh model is a time-dependent model where the grid surrounding the rotating component 

physically moves, by rotating in a stepwise manner. It gives a realistic model of the impeller, since the 

grid surrounding it moves such that time-accurate simulation of the impeller-baffle interaction is achieved. 

However, this technique is computationally expensive and computational requirements become excessive 

for multiphase flows (Lane et al., 2002). 

Even though the sliding mesh is computationally intensive, it has been used in various studies to date. 

For example, Javed et al.(2006), NG et al.(1998), Hartmann et al.(2004), Aubin et al. (2004), Brucato et 

al. (1998) and Deglon and Meyer (2006). The predicted results were generally acceptable with regard to 

the general flow field and the velocities. The turbulent kinetic energy values near the impeller were either 

over-predicted or under-predicted (Javed et al., 2006; Brucato et al., 1998). They were either attributed 

to the grid resolution or in some case the turbulence model (Ng et al., 1998). 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 2.6 MULTIPHASE MODELS 

In order to implement the sliding mesh model, two or more grids need to be defined, such that the 

adjacent grids can slide relative to each other, by either rotating or translating. At each time step, the 

interface flux is determined from the two specific zones namely the interior zone and one or more periodic 

zones. The periodic zones are obtained from the intersection/overlapping of the interface zones. Figure 

2.1 shows a 2-dimensional schematic representation of grid intersection. 

The interface zones are composed of faces A-B and B-C, and faces D-E and E-F. They intersected to 

give faces a-d, d-b, b-e, e-c, c-f. The overlapping of the zones produced faces d-b, b-e and e-c, to form the 

interior zones while a-d and c-f, to form the periodic zone. For instance the interface flux for cell IV is 

calculated using faces d-b and b-e instead of face D-E. 

cell zone 1 

...--"-"-"--"-"-""-"-"-"""".""-"-"-"---"".--"-"""----"-------"---"-----" .. 
interface 
zone 2 

d b f 

Figure 2.1: Schematic description of sliding mesh model (Fluent Inc) 

vVhen using time dependent techniques it is necessary to know when the solution has reached a steady 

state. Luo et al. (1993) reported that the flow pattern reaches steady state (cyclically repeatable) after 

about 6 impeller rotations for a 1800 numerical model. A different approach was used by Tabor et al. 

(1996), where the MRF was used to generate the general flow field and thereafter the sliding mesh model 

was used to run for 10 impeller rotations. A similar technique was used by \Vechsler (1999. This technique 

was used since as reported by the author, between 10 and 30 impeller rotations are required to overcome 

the start-up flow patterns. Deen et a1. (2002) also used a similar approach where the sliding mesh model 

was run for 20 impeller rotations using the results of an earlier simulation. This method was also employed 

by Engelbrecht (2006) who used the MRF model initially and ran the sliding mesh model for 30 impeller 

rotations. 

2.6 MULTIPHASE MODELS 

The modelling of hydrodynamics and gas dispersion in stirred tanks is achieved through the use of mul

tiphase models. The model divides the fluids in the vessel into a number of phases and treats them as 

separate sets of equations. These equations which include the transport equations for velocity, tempera

ture and mass fractions with the inter-phase interactions through drag, heat and mass transfer are then 

solved. There are two ways to simulate multiphase flows, namely the Euler-Lagrange and the Euler-Euler 

approach. 
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2.6 MULTIPHASE MODELS LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the Euler-Lagrangian approach, time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved to describe a con

tinuous fluid phase and a tracking method is used to describe the dispersed phase consisting of particles, 

bubbles or droplets. However, with this approach the model is only appropriate where the second phase 

occupies a low volume fraction. In contrast, the differ:ont phases are treated as inter-penetrating continua 

in the Euler-Euler approach. 

2.6.1 EULER-EuLER MODEL 

The complex Euler-Euler model allows for the modelling of different separate, interacting phases. This is 

achieved, with the use of additional sets of conservation equations to the one used for single phase models. 

However, the modjfication requires the use of volume fraction for the description of the multiphase flow. 

Volume Fractions 

The volume fraction basically accounts for the space occupied by each phase, and the laws of conservation 

of mass and momentum are satisfied by each phase individually. 

" 
The volume occupied by a phase q, Vq , is given by: 

where <:Xq is the volume fraction of phase q 

The sum of the volume fraction for all phases is always 1 in the control volumes: 

The effective density of phase q is 

where Pq is the physical density of phase q. 

Conservation of Mass and Momentum 

Thus, for the conservation of mass the resulting continuity equation for phase q is given by: 

where 
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mqp 

Sq 

n 

L (rhpq - rhqp) + Sq 
p=l 

is the velocity of phase q 

is the mass transfer from the pth to the qth phase 

is the mass transfer from phase q to phase p 

is the source term 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 2.6 MULTIPHASE MODELS 

On the other hand, the momentum balance for phase q is represented by: 

n 

L ( Rpq + TnpqVpq - TnqpVqp) + (Fq + Flift.q + Fvm.q) 
p=l 

where Tq is the qth phase stress-strain tensor: 

where is the shear viscosity of phase q 

is the bulk viscosity of phase q 

Fq is the external body force 

F};ft,q is the lift force 

}~m,q is the virtual mass force 

Rpq is the interaction force between phases 

p is the pressure shared by all phases 

17pq is the interface velocity 

The interaction term is given by: 
n 11 

L Rpq = L Kpq (vp - vq) 
p=l p=l 

where Kpq Kqp) is the interphase momentum exchange coefficient 

Fluid-Fluid Momentum Exchange 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

The interphase momentum exchange, Kpq, coefficient is used to account for the momentum exchange 

between the phases, for instance between water and air bubbles and is given by: 

(2.14) 

where f is the drag function 

Tp is the particulate relaxation time 

The relaxation time is given by: 

(2.15) 

where dp is the diameter of the bubbles of phase p. 

The drag function depends on a drag coefficient CD that is based on the relative Reynolds number(Re). 

There are three different drag models available in FLUENT@, namely the Schiller and Naumann model, 

the Morsi and Alexander model and the symmetric model. However, the Schiller and Naumann model as 

noted in literature (Kerdouss et al., 2006) was used. 
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2.6 MULTIPHASE MODELS LITERATURE REVIEW 

The drag function for the Schiller and Naumann model takes the following form: 

where 

f 
GDRe 

24 

, {24(1+0.15ReO.687 )/Re 
CD = 

0.44 

Re:S; 1000 

Re> 1000 

The relative Reynolds number for the primary phase q and the secondary phase p is given by : 

Re = pqlvp - 'uqldp 

JLq 

In contrast, the relative Reynolds number for the secondary phases p and r is given by: 

Re = Prp IVr - 1!p I d1'p 

JLrp 

where JLrp is the mixture viscosity of phases p and r, and is equal to 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2,18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

However, this correlation is suitable for particles moving in a stagnant liquid, Thus, to account for the 

effect of turbulence, a modified drag law is used (Bakker, 1992; Kerdouss et aL, 2006). The relative 

Reynolds number is modified and is based on a modified viscosity term instead and is given by: 

(2.21 ) 

where the modified viscosity term is the sum of the primary phase and a term proportional to the eddy 

viscosity. It is written as: 

where c 
P 

k 

E 

is a model parameter 

is the density 

is the turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass 

is the turbulent energy dissipation 

(2.22) 

..... 

The parameter C is introduced to account for the decrease in slip velocity when a bubble is moving in a 

turbulent flow instead of in a still liquid (Bakker, 1992; Kerdouss et al., 2006). 

But for the k - E dispersed model the turbulent viscosity is related to k and E through the semi-empirical 

expression: 

where q represents the primary phase 

Thus, 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 2.6 MULTIPHASE MODELS 

2.6.2 k - E DISPERSED MODEL 

The modelling of turbulence in multiphase simulation is relatively complex when compared to single-phase 

models. The k - E dispersed model is one of the models available to account for turbulence in multi phase 

flows. It is appropriate where the concentrations of the secondary phases are low and inter-particle colli

sions are negligible. 

The Reynolds stress tensor for the continuous phase is given by: 

(2.25) 

where \lUq is the phase-weighted velocity 

J1t.q is the turbulent fluid dynamic viscosity 

kq is the turbulent kinematic viscosity 

The two transport equations, for k and E that need to be solved for this model are as follows: 

(2.26) 

and 

(2.27) 

where (h q is the production of turbulent kinetic energy 

The turbulent viscosity is related to the turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation rate of turbulent 

kinetic energy via 

(2.28) 

lhq and TIEq represent the influence of the dispersed phase on the continuous pha."le and are as follows: 

where 

and 

is the relative velocity 

is the drift velocity 

kpq is the covariance of the velocities of the continuous phase q and 

the dispersed phase l 
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2.6 MULTIPHASE MODELS LITERATURE REVIEW 

Table 2.2 outlines the various model constants used in the turbulence model. 

Table 2.2: Values of coefficients for k ~ E turbulence model as used in FLUENT@ 

Gle: G2e: G3e: GM O'k 0'" 

1.44 1.92 1.2 0.09 1 1.3 

All the other terms have the same meaning as in the single phase k E model and the various models 

constants used in the turbulence model are tabulated in Table 2.2. 

2.6.3 MIXTURE MODEL 

The mixture model uses a different approach the Euler-Euler model, where the system is modelled as a 

single-fluid. The phases can be inter-penetrating such that the volume fractions Ctq and Ctp for a control 

volume can be equal to any value between 0 and 1, depending on the fluid system used. The model 

also allows the phases to move at different slip velocities. The continuity, momentum, energy and the 

algebraic expressions for the relative velocities are based on a mixture determined on the space occupied 

by the different phases involved rather than a set of equations for each phase. Thus, the mixture model 

is computationally less intensive than the Euler-Euler model, where a set of equations for each phase has 

to be solved. 

Conservation of Mass and Momentum 

The continuity equation for the mixture model is given by: 

where Vm , the mass averaged velocity is determined by: 

and Pm the mixture density 

where Ctk is the volume fraction of phase k 

m 

Pm = LCtkPk 
k=l 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

The momentum equation for the mixture is determined by summing the individual momentum equa

tions for all phases and is given by: 

:t (Pmvm)+V'(Pmvm'um) = ~Vp+V· [Pm (Vvm t Vif~,)liPm§+F+V· (tCtkPkVdr,kVdr.k) (2.34) 
k=l 

where n is the number of phases 

F is the body force 

The viscosity the mixture Pm is given by: 

PAGE 16 
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Pm LCtkPk 
k=l 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 2.7 REVIEW OF MULTIPHASE CFD STUDIES 

Vdr,k is the drift velocity for the secondary phase k: 

(2.36) 

Relative Velocity and Drift Velocity 

The relative velocity (also referred to as the slip velocity) is defined as the velocity of a secondary phase 

(p) relative to the velocity of the primary phase (q): 

The mass fraction for any phase (k) is given by 

°kPk 
Ck=--

Pm 

The following expression is obtained from the drift velocity and the relative velocity (pcJ.): 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

An algebraic slip formulation is used for the mixture model. The basic assumption of the algebraic slip 

mixture model is that to prescribe an algebraic relation for the relative velocity, a local equilibrium between 

the phases should be reached over short spatial length scale. The form of the relative velocity if given by: 

~ (pp - Pm) ~ 
Vpq = a 

fdrag Pp 
(2.40) 

where Tp is the relaxation time and f is the drag function which is given by Equation 2.l5 and Equation 

2.16 respectively. 

The acceleration, Ii, is given by: 

(2.41) 

For turbulent flows, the relative velocity contains a diffusion term due to the dispersion appearing in the 

momentum phase for the dispersed phase. Therefore, the relative velocity is of the form: 

where is the mixture turbulent viscosity 

is the Prandtl dispersion coefficient 

2.1 REVIEW OF MULTIPHASE CFD STUDIES 

(2.42) 

The fluid flow in the multiphase system is not much different to the single phase system. In a gas-liquid 

system, the accumulation of gas bubbles trapped by the centrifugal force of the trailing vortices, is ob

served. The energy dissipation increases at the impeller tip but decreases at both the impeller stream 

and in the bulk region. The increase in the dissipation energy substantially increases the flow around 

the impeller region and therefore the performance of the system (Ranade and Deshpande, 1999). Various 

research work based on multi phase flows have been published to date and is presented below. 
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2.7 REVIEW OF MULTIPHASE CFD STUDIES LITERATURE REVIEW 

Gosman et a1. (1992) investigated the turbulent flow of a solid-liquid and a gas-liquid system. The Eule

rian model was employed and the effect of the turbulent flow regime was modelled with the k - e model. 

The prediction of the velocity profile for the gas-liquid flow showed moderate agreement to experimental 

data. The void fraction near the free surface and the upper vortex was under-predicted. Similar trends 

were observed in the impeller stream and in the lower vortex. The discrepancy between experimental 

and numerical predictions was attributed to the assumptions of a constant bubble size, a spherical bubble 

shape and the use of a coarse grid. 

Ranade and Van Den Akker (1994) used the computational snapshot model coupled with the standard 

k - e model and the Eulerian multiphase model. The authors found a relatively good agreement for the 

axial and tangential velocities. The predicted turbulent kinetic energy correlated poorly with the exper

imental data in some regions of the tank. However, the qualitative prediction of the gas hold-up agreed 

reasonably well to experimental data, with the common gas distribution pattern. 

Bakker and Van Den Akker (1994) simulated a gas-liquid model which used a single phase flow pat

tern as input for an in-house code. The latter was used to calculate the gas hold-up, bubble break-up, 

bubble coalescence, bubble size, local interfacial area and local ma.'3S transfer. The gas hold-up was gener

ally well predicted. However, discrepancies were found in the outflow of the impeller and were attributed 

to the lack of good impeller models. 

Morud and Hjertager (1996) used a two dimensional model of a stirred tank, using the Eulerian model 

with the standard k - e to simulate the multiphase and the turbulent flow regime respectively. The authors 

showed that the gas velocity correlated well with experimental results. The gas hold-up was adequately 

predicted and was within the error range of experimental data. 

Ranade and Deshpande (1999) simulated a stirred tank using the standard k - e turbulence model and 

the computational snapshot model. The authors were able to capture the main features of gas-liquid flow 

in stirred tanks with this approach. They also reported that this method is adequate for simulating flow 

characteristics in the bulk region of the vessels. 

Lane et al. (2002) simulated the gas-liquid flow with the Eulerian model and the turbulent flow regime us

ing the standard k - e turbulence modeL The authors reported good gas prediction pattern and the correct 

trends in local bubble size in the tank. Even though, the gas hold-up was qualitatively well predicted, it 

was quantitatively under-predicted. This was attributed to the specification of the bubble drag coefficient. 

Deen et al. (2002) investigated the two-phase system using the Eulerian model and the standard k - e 

turbulence model. The numerical results were compared to experimental data, and there was good agree

ment for the radial gas velocity. However, the axial gas velocities in the impeller discharge stream was 

over-predicted. The flow characteristics below and above the impeller were well predicted. The authors 

also reported that the presence of gas causes a 30% decrease in the maximum velocity in the radial jet. 

Gentric et al. (2005) published work was based on the Eulerian model and the standard k - E tur

bulence model. The authors compared the performance of two gas-liquid reactors, one being a scaled-up 

version of the other. It was found that the global structure for the two tanks were similar. The authors 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 2.8 DISCUSSION 

also reported good quantitative agreement with experimental data for gas hold-up. 

Khopkar et al. (2005), also used a similar approach as previous authors, with the Eulerian multiphase 

model and the standard k - E model. The computational snapshot approach was used for the modelling 

of the impeller rotation. The computational model correctly captured the overall flow field generated. 

However, the author reported an over-prediction of the radial and tangential velocities in the impeller 

discharge stream. The comparison of predicted values of the gas hold-up with the experimental data 

showed some discrepancies. This was attributed to the way the experimental data was processed. 

Kerdouss et al. (2006) investigated the gas dispersion and the flow regime in a double turbine stirred 

tank. The author used the Eulerian multiph&<;e model and the dispersed k - E model to account for 

the turbulent flow. The numerical prediction of the gas hold-up agreed well with the experimental data. 

Similar results were reported for the bubble size distributions. 

Sun et al. (2006) used the standard k E model and the Inner-Outer (1-0) model to simulate the 

impeller rotation. The author reported a good qualitative prediction for the gas hold-up. The gas hold-up 

near the surface agreed reasonably to experimental data well near the liquid surface but showed some 

deviations in the bulk region. 

Engelbrecht (2006) recently investigated a numerical model of a stirred tank. The author used the Euler

Euler multi phase model and the dispersed k - E turbulence model. Both the MRF and the sliding mesh 

model were used to simulate the impeller rotation. The results for both, the MRF model and the sliding 

mesh model, showed good correlation for the prediction of the velocity values, turbulence data and power 

draw. However, the acceptable convergence criterion for continuity of 1 x 10-3 was not met for any of 

the steady state models. The effect of grid resolution on the solution domain was also investigated with 

the MRF model. The author reported no considerable differences between the sets of data, for mean 

velocity values, the turbulence parameters, the power draw and gas hold-up. The MRF model was also 

used as an initial condition for the sliding mesh model. The gas hold-up for all cases investigated w&<; 

under-predicted. The author concluded that the MRF model should be used as an initial condition for 

the modelling of multi phase flows in stirred tanks. 

2.8 DISCUSSION 

According to the various numerical investigations presented, the predictions of the mean velocity and the 

power draw were reasonably good. However, some authors reported some discrepancies in the prediction 

of the turbulence parameters. This may be attributed to the low grid resolution used and the failure to 

capture the relevant turbulent flow. The Euler-Euler multiphase model and the k - E turbulence model 

were most widely used. 

The main concern was the modelling of the gas phase where the prediction of the gas hold-up varied 

for the different studies presented. Reasonably good gas hold-up values were obtained by Bakker and 

Van Den Akker (1994), Morud and Hjertager(1996), Gentric et al. (2005), Kerdouss et al. (2006) and 

recently Sun et al. (2006). However, all the investigations differed in their approach. The good prediction 
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2.8 DISCUSSION LITERATURE REVIEW 

presented by Bakker and Van Den Akker (1994) was based on an in-house code named GHOST!. The 

authors also considered the effect of the turbulent flow field on a bubble. This was achieved by modify

ing the viscosity to result in a decrease in the slip velocity. The investigation performed by Morud and 

Hjertager(1996) was based on a two dimensional model of the stirred tank. The work presented by Gentric 

et a1. (2005) for an industrial gas-liquid reactor was based on a gas-liquid-solid flow where the liquid-solid 

mixture was treated as a pseudo-liquid phase. Kerdouss et a1. (2006) investigated a double turbine stirred 

tank and used a fully unstructured mesh. The authors also used the same approach as Bakker and Van 

Den Akker (1994) to account for the effect of turbulence on the drag correlation of Schiller and Naumann. 

The numerical work recently presented by Sun et a1. (2006) was based on a surface aerated stirred tank. 

Khopkar et a1. (2005) and Lane et a1. (2002) both reported poor prediction of the gas hold-up. Both 

models were based on the Euler-Euler multiphase model. However, the computational snapshot model 

was used by Khopkar et a1. (2005) and the MRF model by Lane et a1. (2002). Thus, it can be observed 

that the only acceptable models for prediction of gas dispersion were either based on an in-house code or 

based on systems other than the Rushton turbine stirred vessels. 

Ba.<;ed on the studies in the literature, it is clear that the development of an acceptable model for the 

modelling of a gas-liquid system for a stirred tank is needed. The current study is a continuation of the 

multiphase work developed by Engelbrecht (2006), and is aimed at investigating the discrepancies observed 

by the author and to produce a reliable gas-liquid numerical model. Firstly, the steady and unsteady state 

models will be investigated. Then, based on the findings the effect of frothers as suggested by Engelbrecht 

(2006) will be studied. 
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presented by Bakker and Van Den Akker (1994) was based on an in-house code named GHOST!. The 

authors also considered the effect of the turbulent flow field on a bubble. This was achieved by modify

ing the viscosity to result in a decrease in the slip velocity. The investigation performed by Morud and 

Hjertager(1996) was based on a two dimensional model of the stirred tank. The work presented by Gentric 

et al. (2005) for an industrial gas-liquid reactor was based on a gas-liquid-solid flow where the liquid-solid 

mixture was treated as a pseudo-liquid phase. Kerdouss et al. (2006) investigated a double turbine stirred 

tank and used a fully unstructured mesh. The authors also used the same approach as Bakker and Van 

Den Akker (1994) to account for the effect of turbulence on the drag correlation of Schiller and Naumann. 

The numerical work recently presented by Sun et al. (2006) was based on a surface aerated stirred tank. 

Khopkar et al. (2005) and Lane et al. (2002) both reported poor prediction of the gas hold-up. Both 

models were ba.."led on the Euler-Euler multiphase model. However, the computational snapshot model 

was used by Khopkar et al. (2005) and the MRF model by Lane et al. (2002). Thus, it can be observed 

that the only acceptable models for prediction of gas dispersion were either based on an in-house code or 

based on systems other than the Rushton turbine stirred vessels. 

Ba.."led on the studies in the literature, it is clear that the development of an acceptable model for the 

modelling of a gas-liquid system for a stirred tank is needed. The current study is a continuation of the 

multipha.."le work developed by Engelbrecht (2006), and is aimed at investigating the discrepancies observed 

by the author and to produce a reliable gas-liquid numerical model. Firstly, the steady and unsteady state 

models will be investigated. Then, based on the findings the effect of frothers as suggested by Engelbrecht 

(2006) will be studied. 
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NUMERICAL ApPROACH 

3 NUMERICAL ApPROACH 

The flow processes in stirred tanks are defined by mathematical models, which are non-linear, coupled 

partial differential equations. These are the flow equations for the conservation of mass, momentum and 

turbulence quantities which are solved numerically. The numerical process is performed by having discrete 

information at finite number of locations, or grid points, which replaces the exact solution of the partial 

differential equations. The PDE's are solved with the definition of boundary conditions, and controlled 

by the discretisation scheme and the grid resolution. This chapter encompasses the different techniques 

and approaches used in this investigation. This includes the description of the geometry, which was 

based on the experimental work presented by Deglon (1998). The computational model, the boundary 

conditions and the grid resolution are further described. The data measurement techniques employed for 

the determination velocity values, turbulent parameters and gas hold-up are then explained. 

3.1 GEOMETRY 

The stirred tank used was a standard configuration vessel, with a flat bottom, four equidistant baffies, 

agitated by a six-bladed Rushton turbine. The geometry used for this study is shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Geometric representation of stirred tank 
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NUMERICAL ApPROACH 3.2 MULTIPHASE SYSTEM 

for the multi phase case is depicted in Figure 3.2 and the corresponding spargers are shown in Figure 3.3. 

The spargers are located at the bottom of the tank and were modelled as four segments. 

3.2 MULTIPHASE SYSTEM 

Several numerical approaches have been investigated for the multi phase case, the effect of boundary 

conditions, the multiphase models, geometry and impeller rotation models. These are described in the 

following sections. 

3.2.1 COMPUTATIONAL MODEL 

The flow within the stirred vessel is known to be symmetrical. Thus, in addition to the 3600 model, 

a 1800 model was used to simulate the vessel. This method allowed for substantial time saving. The 

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid were solved in the commercially 

available CFD code, FL UENT@ . 

Impeller Rotation Model 

The investigation was based on two impeller rotation models. The Multiple Reference frames (MRF) 

model was used for the steady case and the sliding mesh (SM) model for the unsteady case. This was 

achieved with the definition of two zones, namely the bulk zone and the impeller zone as shown in 

Figure 3.2. The impeller zone, which contains the region of flow periodicity (Lee and Yianneskis, 1994), 

was such that it was 1.5 blade height above and below the impeller blade and half the impeller diameter 

away from the impeller. 

Discretisation scheme and Pressure-Velocity Coupling 

The QUICK scheme was used for the discretisation of the momentum equations and the volume fraction. 

Turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate were discretised with first order schemes, since the extra 

computational expense required on higher order discretisation scheme was not justified Engelbrecht (2006). 

The discretised equations were used to derive pressure and pressure correction (or both) equations to 

enforce mass conservation at each iteration (or time step) (Ranade, 2002). The phase-coupled SIMPLE 

algorithm was used for the Eulerian model and the PISO algorithm, which is highly recommended for 

transient flow calculations (Fluent Inc), for the mixture model. 

Computational Grid 

The computational grid plays a significant role in the accuracy and stability of the numerical computa

tion. Thus, a fully structured, non-uniform grid with hexahedral body-fitted control volumes was created. 

Figure 3.4 shows the grid used when the impeller rotation speed was set at 940 rpm. The grid was non

uniform in cell size, with a finer mesh in the impeller discharge region due to the occurrence of a higher 

degree of turbulence. The higher grid resolution in this large periodicity region helped to reduce numerical 

diffusion that could lead to the poor prediction of turbulence parameters. 
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NUMERICAL ApPROACH 3.2 MULTIPHASE SYSTEM 

spacing, the effect of the secondary phase on the flow field is minimised and numerical instability avoided. 

3.2.2 MULTIPHASE AND TURBULENCE MODEL 

The gas-liquid flow regime was simulated with two different models, namely the two-equation Euler-Euler 

model and the mixture model. The Euler-Euler model has been the most widely used model for various 

research studies for the modelling of gas-liquid flow (Khopkar et al., 2005; Aubin et aI., 2004; Morud and 

Hjertager, 1996; Ranade and Deshpande, 1999; Ranade and Akker, 1994; Gosman et al., 1992; Engelbrecht, 

2006). The standard k - E turbulence model of Launder and Spalding (1974) was used to account for the 

turbulent flow regime. However, the dispersed k - E model was used for the Euler-Euler model. 

3.2.3 DRAG MODEL 

Frothers, a type of surfactant, are generally added to modify bubble properties to reduce coalescence for 

the generation of a dispersion of small bubbles (Zhang et aL, 2003). A higher stability is achieved with 

the decrease in surface tension of the bubble upon addition of the frother. Thus, the presence of frothers 

has a drastic effect on the motion of bubbles in a flotation system (Zhou et aI., 1993) and consequently 

the gas hold-up. The experimental work was based on the frother used by Deglon (1998), namely, MIBC, 

Methyl Iso Butyl Carbinol. 

Theoretial Approach 

The study presented by Zhou et al.(1993) investigated the effect of the average bubble rise velocity in 

bubble swarm system. Among the various findings, they reported that at least two main parameters 

contributed to the reduction of the bubble rise velocity and the increase of gas hold-up. They were the 

bubble size and the contamination factor. 

They presented two sets of data comprising both of an experimental and a theoretical approach based on 

the following equation: 

(3.1 ) 

where Uba is the average bubble velocity 

Jg is the superficial gas velocity 

J1 is the superficial liquid velocity 

kg is the gas hold up coefficient 

Cc is the contamination factor 

Rv is the radius of bubble 

where A is given by: 

A = g (PI - pg) /(9/1) (3.2) 

The experimental and predicted results both showed that addition of frothers gave rise to a decrease in 

the bubble rise velocity. This can be translated in an increase in the drag coefficient of the bubble. 
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3.2 MULTIPHASE SYSTEM NUMERICAL ApPROACH 

Thus, in order to reach a higher gas hold-up value, the motion of the bubble can be slowed, by mod

ifying the standard correlation of Schiller and Naumann (3.3): 

where 

f = CDRe 
24 

, {24(1+0.15ReO.687 )/Re Re:S:1000 
CD = 

0.44 Re> 1000 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Since the flow within the vessel normally has a relative Reynolds number less than 1000, only the first part 

of the equation was modified in view of increasing the drag coefficient. Thus, based on the data presented 

by Zhou et a1.(1993), the constant 24 was altered to a parameter C. The modified equation is given by: 

where C is a model parameter 

C (1 + 0.15Reo.687 ) 
CD = --~----------~ 

Re 
(:3.5) 

B&'3ed on the study carried out by Zhou et a1.(1993), where a maximum 60 ppm of MIBC was used, 

the experimental and empirical data resulted in a 41 % and 71% increase respectively. The parameter C, 

which included the increase, was used to account for the change. 

3.2.4 PHASES AND PROPERTIES 

The density and viscosity of the liquid water and the air sparged into the tank is given in Table 3.4. The 

gas was pumped into the tank at a constant flowrate of 400 ml.min-1 . 

Table 3.4: The fluid properties 

Property Density Viscosity 

(kg.m3 ) (kg.m-1.s- 1) 

Water 998.2 1.003 x 10-3 

Air 1.225 1. 78943 x 10-5 

The numerical work was based on single bubble size models. This approach was similarly used by Ranade 

and Van Den Akker (1994), Ranade and Deshpande (1999), Deen et a1. (2002), Khopkar et a1. (2005), 

Kerdouss et al. (2006) and Engelbrecht (2006). The bubble diameter which varied according to the 

impeller speed is as tabulated in Table 3.5. The diameters used were based on the experimental work 

presented by Deglon (1998). 

PAGE 26 

Table 3.5: Bubble size diameter 

Impeller Speed Bubble Diameter 

(rpm) (mm) 

630 0.38 

940 0.2 

1260 0.16 
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NUMERICAL ApPROACH 3.2 MULTIPHASE SYSTEM 

3.2.5 PRESSURE HEAD 

The surface with atmospheric pressure was modelled by setting the gauge pressure at the outlet to zero. 

The pressure head within the tank was accounted with the inclusion of the body force due to gravity. 

3.2.6 CONVERGENCE CRITERIA 

The convergence is dictated by how closely each discretised equation is balanced. The residual, which is 

the sum of the imbalance in the governing equations over all computational cells in the solution (Ranade, 

2002), is used to specify the convergence criteria. Thus, to obtain an acceptable degree of convergence, 

which is problem dependent, the residuals should be adequately low. For this problem, the convergence 

criterion for continuity was reduced to a maximum of 1 x 10- 3 . 

3.2.7 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The closed set of governing model equations are solved by defining appropriate initial conditions and 

boundary conditions. Thus, the solution isolates the system being modelled from the surrounding envi

ronment. However, the effect of the environment on the flow field is represented by suitable formulation 

of boundary conditions, so that, the physical phenomenons within the vessel are simulated properly. 

Therefore, the boundary conditions were defined as followed: 

Wall Boundaries 

The standard wall function as proposed by Launder and Spalding (1974) was used to account for the 

viscous flow regime near the solid surfaces. 

Spargers and Outlet Boundary 

Literature available to date, shows different approach to model spargers and the outlet of the stirred tank. 

Ranade and Deshpande (1999) modelled the introduction of gas with mass sources for the gas phase, 

specified at the sparger cells. The author, (Ranade, 2002), also presented a technique used for bubbles 

column where the inlet conditions can be specified such that the gas entering the system in form of bubbles 

can be modelled. This is performed by setting the ga..'l velocity at the sparger inlet equal to the estimated 

bubble rise velocity. The volume fraction is specified according to the gas volume flow rate. Thus, velocity 

at inlet and the corresponding volume fraction are given by: 

and 

where is the velocity of gas at inlet 

is the bubble rise velocity 

(Ue; 
Qe=--

Ve 

Qe is the volume fraction of gas at inlet 

(U e) is the superficial gas velocity 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Mass sinks were specified for the top-most cells to simulate gas exit from the liquid pool. This approach 

has also been used for various research studies, namely Lane et al. (2002), Khopkar et a1 (2005), Spicka 
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3.:3 ANALYSIS NUMERICAL ApPROACH 

et al. (2001). 

Gentric et al (2005) also used a mass source term for the gas inlet. However, the top boundary was 

modelled as a degassing boundary. That is, an outlet for the gas phase and a no-slip wall for the liquid 

phase. 

The sparger was also modelled as velocity inlets (Morud and Hjertager, 1996; Kerdouss et al., 2006; 

Engelbrecht, 2006). The velocity was based on a given flowrate. This ensured that there were no outflow 

of gas or liquid. The gas outlets were modelled as velocity outlet and were determined on a mass balance 

based on the specified inlet conditions (Morud and Hjertager, 1996). 

Recently, in a research study conducted by Engelbrecht (2006), a similar technique as presented by 

(Ranade, 2002) was used to model the inlet; that is a velocity inlet was used at the sparger. However, the 

author used an outflow boundary for the outlet. The outflow boundary ensures that the upstream flow 

is not affected since the flow variables at the boundary are extrapolated within the domain (Fluent Inc). 

However, no convergence was achieved with this method. 

Based on these investigations, for the purpose of the current study the sparger was modelled as a ve

locity inlet, where the velocity and volume fraction of air were based on the flow-rate used by Deglon 

(1998), that is 400 ml.min-l. 

However, for the outlet, three different cases were investigated, where they were modelled as a veloc

ity outlet, pressure outlet and an outflow boundary for the respective cases. The velocity and volume 

fraction used as outlet condition for the velocity boundary were determined from the mass balance b&'led 

on the specified inlet conditions. This method ensured that the amount of gas entering the system, leaves 

at the surface of the tank. 

Periodic Boundaries 

The extent and size of the solution domain can be reduced by the recognition of the repetitious nature of 

the fluid flow in a system. The flow within the tank is known to be cyclically repeating in nature. Thus, 

a 1800 model was used in addition to the 3600 geometry. This was achieved with the definition rotational 

periodic boundaries. The periodic boundary ensures that the flow leaving a plane enters a periodically 

linked plane. 

3.3 ANALYSIS 

The numerical results for the multi phase system were compared to the experimental work presented by 

Deglon (1998). The measured data included the mean velocity values, the turbulence parameters, the 

power draw and the gas hold-up. 

The me&'lurement of the velocity components and the turbulent fluctuations are complicated due to the pe

riodic rotation of the impeller causing non-random velocity fluctuations (Wu and Patterson, 1989). There 

are different approaches presented to date, Wu and Patterson (1989) presented a technique whereby the 
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Figure 3.5: Measuring points in stirred tank Figure 3.6: Measuring points in computational 

model 

non-dissipating periodic pulsations were removed to obtain meaningful turbulence data. Recently, Engel

brecht (2005) proposed the circumferential averaging and an instantaneous technique for the determination 

of velocity and turbulence parameters respectively. This method was in good correlation with \Vu and 

Patterson's (1989) work. A similar approach wa'3 adopted for the current work for the determination of 

the velocity and turbulence parameters at the data points as proposed by Deglon (1998). The measuring 

points are depicted in Figure 3.5. 

3.3.1 VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 

The velocity at the data points was determined with the circumferential averaging technique. This was 

performed by creating very fine arcs with a thickness of 0.002 mm of specific radii and heights. Figure 3.6 

shows the arcs created for the measurement of the velocity in FLUENT®. 

3.3.2 TURBULENCE PARAMETERS MEASUREMENT 

The turbulence parameters, comprising of the turbulence kinetic energy and the turbulence energy dissi

pation rate, were determined using the method proposed by Engelbrecht (2006). Such that, data points 

denoted by a symbol Efi, as per Figure 3.6 were created at at different heights on a plane midway between 

any two baffies. Hence, the instantaneous values of the turbulence parameters were determined at the 

data points as per Figure 3.6. 

The predicted R.M.S turbulent velocity was calculated using the k value, given by: 

UR.M.S= R 
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3.3 ANALYSIS NUMERICAL ApPROACH 

3.3.3 POWER DRAW 

The power draw is the amount of power that must be supplied to the motor to rotate the impeller. This 

was determined by using the impeller rotational speed and the calculated torque at the impeller. 

3.3.4 GAS HOLD-UP MEASUREMENT 

The gas hold-up (1)) is described as the dimensionless volume fraction of the gas phase in the dispersion 

and is normally experimentally determined by a volume or area balance performed across a section of 

a tank (Tatterson, 1991). For the numerical model the gas hold-up was determined from the volume 

weighted average of air present in the vessel, that is in the impeller zone and bulk zone. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results for multiphase models are presented in this chapter. The predictions for the multi phase models 

were compared to the experimental data and numerical data presented by Deglon (1998) and Engelbrecht 

(2006). The numerical data presented by Engelbrecht (2006) showed good correlation to the experimental 

results reported by Deglon (1998). However, some differences were noted in the prediction of the velocity 

in the bulk region and the under-prediction of turbulence parameters at the impeller tip. These were at

tributed to the sampling techniques used by Deglon (1998) as further described in Section 4.1.6. However, 

both sets of results were used in this investigation for comparative purposes. 

The results were compared in terms of the mean velocity, the RMS velocity, the turbulence dissipation 

rate, the power draw and the gas hold-up. Two main cases were investigated, namely a steady approach 

and a transient approach. The MRF model with a 1800 model was used for the steady state approach, 

while the sliding mesh with a 3600 model was employed for the unsteady simulations. The Euler-Euler 

multiphase model was used to investigate the discrepancy in the prediction of gas hold-up by using differ

ent boundary conditions at the outlet. The transient approach was used to compare the two multi phase 

models, namely the Euler-Euler model and the mixture model. Based on the findings, the mixture model 

was used to investigate the effect of changes in the impeller speed upon the fluid flow in the tank. Further 

investigations were carried to validate the appropriateness of the changes to the Schiller and Naumann 

drag model in order to account for the effect of frothers. 

4.1 STEADY STATE: THE EFFECT OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The multiphase modelling of a basic flow is complex in itself. With the intense hydrodynamics inside the 

stirred tank the modelling of such flows is more complicated. The steady state model, being computation

ally less intensive than transient model, is a convenient way to model such flows. However, the prediction 

of the gas hold-up for gas-liquid systems has been unclear or inadequately predicted for the steady state 

approach. The convergence criteria were not met in some cases (Engelbrecht, 2006). The first step in 

this study was to investigate the under-prediction of the gas hold-up and the numerical instability for the 

steady state scenario at an impeller speed of 940 rpm. 

The investigation was based on three cases. An outflow boundary was used for Case 1 and a pres

sure outlet was used to model the outlet for Case 2. Both models had a volume of air equivalent to half 

the volume of the tank patched on top of the vessel. This method was used as a degassing medium in 

order to achieve numerical stability (Fluent Inc). However, this approach was not used for Case 3 where 

a velocity inlet boundary was used to model the outlet of the tank. This method was used to investigate 

the effect of the volume of air added on top of the tank on the system. Engelbrecht (2006) reported the 

inability of the MRF model to result in a model with an acceptable convergence criterion for continuity. 

It was not clear whether the steep change from the liquid phase to a gas phase could have resulted in 

the numerical instability or the inherent unsteadiness of the system. This approach was used to better 

understand the shortcomings of the model in view of developing an acceptable model. 
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4.1 STEADY STATE: THE EFFECT OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1.3 TURBULENT ENERGY DISSIPATION RATE 

The predicted turbulent energy dissipation rate, E, values in the bulk region showed a poor correlation 

to the experimental data. The E values, were reasonably under-predicted in the impeller stream. At the 

impeller tip, the E values were considerably under-predicted for all the cases. Similar, trends were observed 

by Engelbrecht (2006). 

Table 4.3: Turbulent energy dissipation rate, (. (Wkg-l) 

Description 
Region 

Bulk Impeller Stream Impeller Tip 

Deglon 0.48 10.5 77.3 

Engelbrecht 0.10 10.97 15.25 

Case 1 0.17 12.6 20.3 

Case 2 0.17 12.5 20.9 

Case 3 0.19 12.2 20.9 

4.1.4 POWER DRAW 

The results are for the power draw are tabulated in Table 4.4. The experimental results were over-predicted 

most probably due to the very small amount of gas present in the system. 

Table 4.4: Power draw, (Wkg-l) 

Description Power Draw 

(W.kg-l) 

Deglon 1.95 

Engelbrecht 1.9:3 

Case 1 2.13 

Case 2 2.14 

Case 3 2.16 

However, the predicted power draw showed negligible or no difference for three cases investigated. 

4.1.5 GAS HOLD-UP 

The change of the gas hold-up (¢) against the number of iteration for the three cases was plotted as shown 

in Figure 4.:3. It can be observed that the gas hold-up showed a general increase over the 30 000 iterations. 

After the 30 000 number of iterations, the gas hold-up for Case 1 and 3 were lower than the experimental 

value of 0.0752. It should be noted that the experimental gas hold-up value is used for comparative pur

poses only and is not related to the number of iterations. The gas hold-up Wll..'l over-predicted for Case 2 

where a considerable amount of gas was accumulated in the region below the impeller blade. 
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for outflow oUllct 

Fi~llTe 1. 7 ContOll! 1'10\ 01 ,'"lullle [raclion of air 

[or ,-elodly ollliel 

TI", gr'" rli,;t1'ihllti.oo wn.' 'l,ditot.iwly ""ell l""di,"e<llor all Cds€>. The IY llil:oI flow patteru<, indurling 

til" llon_I."w.geneo". g"-' ui"·rib"tiom C~lL be ol"",·,·eU. The rebind\' ldr,h ~("'·umu l .,.tion of go'" helow 

l h~ iml-"'l1", due to II", O('('urrCll('~ of the Iml''''- ('",," I ~lion klop anrl tb~ ~)w"r di"lrilJll'~)fl in Ih. UW" 

"'1-ion oftb~ talLx "~IL be id~lLtifi"J T il e bi>' iI ('{,menlrati,., o[ ~& al Il,c "nl)C llcr hl~rl~ 1'~'u ltill~ from 

lbe ,uCI.ion .ned can aho be r~"()l'jjiij('(j [or , II (,,,,,,, . TI", hil'her go" ilold "1' fo< ( ',~"" I "~IL a]"" he ""'ll. 

wit.h ~ h i~'he,- ,,,"(',,,11 ration of ga, ill t I., two ,uailL l't'cij'c ulal~)fl 1001-<> 

~.l.n DISC,'SSION 

Tb~ ooujjdan (,,"~ iliom ~ppli..-J tD Ihe prohlem hod negligibl~ or no eIT",,'t Ojj ll", prediclion of thc 

hydn.1Y1l!!Jnic. of ,be mllit iph_ 8),ble"",. TIl<' Elliel-Euler mode l "" I"" ""p<"ot.e '*" of e4"~1 iOl l" for 

C, nlrv for Rc,carch in C-orn puutional &: 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 4.1 STEADY STATE: THE EFFECT OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

each phase. It is probable that the dominant water phase achieved numerical stability within the 30000 

iterations. The slight difference in the velocity and turbulence parameters could be due to the different 

amount of gas in the system with the different boundary conditions. The use of steady state MRF model 

was found appropriate for the modelling of the hydrodynamies. The 1800 model was found appropriate for 

this study, due to the savings in computational time achieved. The steady state models did not lead to any 

acceptable result in terms of gas dispersion. The systems were numerically unstable upon introduction of 

gas. It was not clear whether it was due to the inherent unsteadiness of the system or due to numerical 

instability of the steady state model. The dominant drag forces could also be one of the reasons. However, 

no further investigations were made to support this claim. 

Mass balance, that is continuity between the amount of air entering and leaving, was achieved for all 

the three different eases. The conditions at t.he outlet with the outflow are obtained through the inter

polation of flow field within the system. The flow for the pressure outlet relies on the definition of the 

pressure at the outlet and veloeity is set based on the mass balance. However, the velocity outlet might 

be risky, mainly due to the fact that the outlet condition might not model the actual system, with the air 

being forced out of the system. This can be avoided with either a pressure outlet or an outflow boundary. 

More control can be achieved with the pressure outlet and therefore is more suitable. 

Mean Velocity 

The prediction of the velocity profile was qualitatively and quantitatively reasonable, with the exception of 

the bulk region where the velocity was under-predicted. Similar observations were made by Engelbrecht 

(2006). This discrepancy was attributed to the measurement techniques employed by Deglon (1998), 

where the electrochemical probe used did not take the direction of the flow in the bulk region, which is 

not purely tangential, into account. 

Root Mean Square Velocity 

The root mean square velocity, VR.M.S, in the bulk region was slightly under-predicted. However, in the 

impeller stream it was over-predicted and under-predicted at the impeller tip. This disagreement between 

the numerical and experimental values could be due to the difference in data sampling methods used. For 

the experimental work, Deglon (1998) determined the RMS velocity by calculating the integral over all 

frequencies of the energy spectrum function as given by : 

where 

n 

is the energy spectrum function 

is the frequency 

( 4.1) 

However, for the current study, the RMS turbulent velocity was calculated from the turbulent kinetic 

energy according to Equation 3.8. 

Turbulent Energy Dissipation Rate 

The turbulent energy dissipation rate, c, was under-predicted in the bulk region. The results in the 

impeller stream showed good quantitative correlation to experimental data. However, c values were 

under-predicted at the impeller tip as similarly reported by Engelbrecht (2006). As presented by the 

Centre for Research in Computational & Applied Mechanics 
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4.1 STEADY STATE: THE EFFECT OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

author, this discrepancy can be due to the sampling technique used. The data point used at the impeller 

tip, being outside the trailing vortices behind the impeller blades, which might not have captured the 

periodic component of turbulence. Moreover, the effect of the grid resolution, limited by the bubble size, 

may be responsible for the under-prediction at the impeller as reported by Deglon and Meyer (2006). 

Power Draw 

The power draw for all three cases were well predicted. They all showed good quantitative correlation 

to both the experimental work and numerical work presented by Deglon (1998) and Engelbrecht (2006) 

respectively. The small difference can be attributed to the difference in amount of gas in the system which 

could have led to some numerical inaccuracies. 

Gas Hold-Up 

The gas hold-up for all three cases were qualitatively well predicted. However, after 30000 iterations the 

gas hold-up values (quantitatively) in none of the three cases were acceptable. A general increase of the 

gas hold-up was observed in all the cases with no sign of stabilisation, suggesting a probable accumulation 

of gas in the tank. Moreover, the convergence criteria of 1 x 10-3 for the continuity was not met using the 

pressure outlet and the outflow boundary. It was not clear whether it was the volume of air on top of the 

tank that was causing this instability. 

The system with the velocity outlet and no patch of air on top of the tank met the convergence cri

teria. However, the gas hold-up at convergence was under-predicted. \\Then the system was allowed to 

run for more iterations, the gas hold-up increased steadily, resulting in an accumulation in the tank and 

an increase in residuals for continuity. The very small amount of gas at the beginning of the simulation 

can explain convergence at the beginning of the simulation, that is convergence could have been obtained 

for the liquid phase rather than the gas-liquid system, since the system was primarily composed of water 

at the start. This can also explain the increase in residuals for continuity with the increase in gas phase 

in the tank. 
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,1.2 U ' SrRADY SL~'~" EF,"EC' 0'" I\Il'LTlP"A~" MOD>:'. 

TIM'i"ll' llj(J<1i']' w,'n' i,m"t.ign"'" d"o to t.1", i,,~bi l ity te, Mbicw cnll"'r~~ncc wilh lhe 'lL'~,h ,1.le 

mf)(ld .. \ 3liW bliding ml"b H)Odd W"" "",,1 [or Ihe .,j'll"latiOll of the illI)H,lh mt"ti(,n onJ ~ p,o"",,,,o 

oullel w'~< ",...,.-t to ,j'llul.t" th,' o"tlot of tiM' \"nK. A volu"", (,f ~", CQ"i""ll'H1 lu h~lf II", "olume o[ Ihe 

tank ".,,, adrl.-.cl on top cllh' 1M' ~"",\ ,c;" Jeg"""iul\ lLlc~ljullJ. jlliti<llly, tIl<' J,iuler-Lulff mood ~nd the 

mhlu'e mood wo,e rompa.red, awl \heu I""e~ on I,he fill~jUg,_ til<' ml"'''''' mlL ltlpbo."" ll)(ldd W:l_ ,,-eJ 

to \ll"'''''got" th,' dl'·(·t of imp'" I", spced ~nd Ihe appruprialmc<> ull be dm~ lIlOd<>l. 'llle lI",rlel w., me,i 

tQ ~cc(,'ml for Lhc dIed (.,1 [rui,he!', ., d""'Tjloecl 'u ~"'1ion ,1.2.:1 

1.2 .1 Tn.: ElTL>: Tl.-EuL>: H AND 1''''' M'XTl'HI< I\IODF-L 

The approprialeu,*" o[ the llli,t,ure mo~~l fOl' th,' 1'",..-1;("1('" of Iho go., d i<I}<T,i(.n wOF in",ni~al,,1 Doth 

,',e'e< we,n ""'~"~ .. mh no oi,. nwinLy far camparac;"o purt)ili(;" TIlt' I ",0 ('a""" ""1'0 \hen ('UJjlpal ed to tlle 

I'xp('rimctlc~l dala "nd nunlel'i".l dal" pr~llk>~ b)' DegIOll (lfHlxj ~ll~ i':l1gt' lh,,,'ht (21))(;) ,,"pectivcLy 

Two djfIeunl .",t of value, '" rel~)Tt"d hy FngclhN'l'Il\ (2(101i) worc u""d, jjrelh- GHLI whol" O,L')';':~ o[ 

the oxp<:rimcn\"l 1{"" hold-up "'"" """"1",, ;uil.ial "uue ,md """"l~ l) GIJI'4 where the '\iHF "'", UJCd ", 

lbe inilial ,'undilion fo, 'he ,)j~ing 1lln,h m(l~ol TIM' ,o<" lrs "'''c oomp,,'ed 0'''' tbe Jirot ,~) impcllu' 

rut~t;on<. ,,'bi'r<' C(.rtYop;once crilcri(oll uf lxJll ·3 10<' oonLinuil," wal> Ijj~1 [or.ll ,',e,." 

Mean Velu l' jl,Y 

In I,he I.llk legjOll I I", .. Ill('" oltho ""'~11 winciti", "" ,hem'n in Fi~ure 1,8, for oolh lllOdd, w~rC uudor 

p"di"1.i:d '" ,;mih"iy ,-,h..-;rveJ b, FllK~lIj"xhl (21 ~~i), 

II.~ 

0,2 

--+--~ !bpefrneI1.,) 
-~ Eng"",ectll GHU1 i~"TIeo>:;.1I 
---+- Fng"lJ,ecfll GIIU4 i~"TIeo',,"') 

o F,'",_F, J..
.- l.ji . lu'. 

, 

~ 

N,H'-"",, '" Imo"a" , ><dol,,,.,,, 

- -----~ 
___ -B 

c",,',~ f", ,,,,_,,10 '" Cn,,'p,,'"'innal &; Applio>d M",h.rll"" 

e ll" I V"lt' IT~ 0.' CA " " TOWN 
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----+- llegoo i~,pe<..,,""t.I) 
~'g"H"",," G~L· iNu"",-"coI) 

0.5 ----+- ~,~t;.r""" G ~4 iNu"",-",") 
_____ Fu te --Fule< 

--. flo'Il"""~ __ _ 

~_ 0.4 ~;,::;;,:c;;,====j.":::====::---::=::-~. 

III [h" Hllpell,'1' <lreaUl l:>oth ,I.'){\e)' ,bo,,:('<1 ~ood al'1l)('!1l<'nt. to ~xp<'rim""t.u ddt~_ I Li, i, n],,..,-n,,l 

in t il<' r~",lt, d'1'i(Vod ill Figmo -l \1. r Le yal,~', [0'- GIH- ] ~'reported uy Ellgdl.o!-ttht {:?()t}G} dniated 

[tom til<' current ['es"it s, ~'''H .hough comparahle model' w~ro " ,.,d _ 

1.6 

,,~~--
10 15 ~ 

N"Oll"" oI lrr¢"· Rot"" "", 

I'igure .1. l(l; V~h.itv (m .s ') v, i 1ll»cllcr rot ~tiOl" a\ imp~ll.,,- tip 

C"'~'" ru, I\.,.,s"d, in (~"'\P"L-'1.;Ql-'~ ~ 
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Ilh" ' .TS ,'K]) 1)lSel'"rO, 

Iluot \1~~" S'I"MP V~If)dt) 

I 100 1'",,,110 fcor the n..:Yt "l"Oll "IW'"O ,'ok)oi'y "" 111" < ,n.' plott "I i" ~'i~nr'" _!. I I ~,12 and _!. 1:\ fm ! i", bulk 

l'''f.;'Jn, ; l111~'", 'r """dm "",1 lm l)O'l),-r (;1' l'''I~''I,,' .. I,\' 

TI ... Pr('r1i(t;(,n of t],,, I H, ," -" \',Ju,,,, Jll II", bul, "",K)n ",,'n' f,JU'l<l (oj b,' ""I "f,",(o~'\ 1(" lx,tll \ll<>,J"b 

Tho ",1"." "t 1\) illll",llcr roto,iotl, ~'('C., o""LJ",,,,-~I,, to ti., GI II '~ m ill"'''' H'I'OTt"j hy Ln),;olbr"dl1 

12OOG1 

" 'rr=;CC;;;==----, --+- Deqon I"xpen""ot,r, 

~ I 
'" 0,15 -, 

~nqe<t>,ed1t l'HU 1 ·:f..I>-1'efooor, 
----+-- 1'",)""-"",;,, GHU4 1"'-"',,,,,,,,) 

(> [ " ",,-[,,., . ~"",,~ 

~-", ,~ 

-------------'-'=---~~-::: -------. 

~~ 

In cl., impell"r bcream "" rtepiderl iu l'i~lll'e !.l~. Ihe ('orr~blioll Jx.1 "' .... ll the l \\'0 ,~!, for lllm,orical r,""uh, 

w,-..-e compara~lc Ho\,-c"or. hoi h oct, of n1111l<'rio"l data 0''Cf-c;;1 imated 1 he cxpel'imcnlal roult' [ollowinf. 

lhe (,elK), repol! ... l by Engelbrodlt (2(~)()1 for GIll:! 

C'"l," F", I \(,,",~,,'h ill ('''lHl'lMti0,\l<J'' 

~ L~n'F,H"(n 0.' C_",,, To" " 
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I--+-- Oegloo Ibporrnffi'al) 
I - . ~nq«::<"'htl' HUl IN""",,,;,,,) 

05 _. ---+-- ~nq.bre'ht GHU4 iNJ"",''''') 
---e-- I=J .... -b"" 
---+- ~"."e 

H""c\cr, be tter predict'''l' "'ore ohtn.ill(,,j at the Itllpe ller til' with the mixtm~ mo<le l thall with th~ 

Clllel'_Enler Imd~1 rhi, is ,een in hgme I,n_ [h~ ylllu,", with lh" Eulet-EuJer llwJel ~"l'" timler

~r('Ctict"'i. Slmilar c«""vali,,", werc made by Ellgdb=ht (2OOGj 0, dC<ITib(,<j Iw ca."" GH t; I "",I ( j H 11-1 

'C' l 

" 

--+-- D'1>o<' iE'pe" n""i") 
r"f ' ""(''' GHUt :1\W1",,,f,ji 

() rng''''-'''''''' "I' ll. INun".,-,,) 
---B r" ... _r" .. . ~ ; "-'" 

S 05 
o 
> 
o 
t n4~---------{)----__ --0 

~Oc-------------' 

0.2- ---~----~~----~----~ 
'0 - ,~ ~ )~ ~ 

~LmoN 011"",, 1« ilolobo", 

~'ignr. 4. 13. V~ . .«.8 (,,'-., -') \" im»" lier ro""~)n" at im[)f'lle[ tip 

Co,"ro r,,, R"'>P<m", in Cr."pllt",,,,,,,]~
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Puwel' Dl'aw 

The ,xl"'rim"lll.al '\lIJ ""ule,ic',J ,,,,,,II.-, for t.hc powcr drow "rc fib bhown in figule ·1.17. 8Y"1l th)l]gh " 

."' ,,~II "'"Of-prcdiction w"8 ou,;er "e<!, I h" power J,~w h· the lllixtlll e ,md 1 he ,:"1,,,- ':11 In modd W"le round 

1.0 b. le~"IJ]jable after:1O iUlpelleT rol,,,i,,,,,_ The """"II, p"'''''ntC<i uy Engdu .. ""hl f2U)(;) 'howed" """II 

dcviat Oem [rom th. Currenl "~Iu", over I h" fifO!. 20 imp .. l1", rot "liOT"_ Thi, ditfcrenN' COil ue altributN 10 

lh~ amuunt of ~d; pre,elll. ~L Lhe ".,,,1 ofth" ,illUlI"tlOTL 

Gao Jlokl - Lll' 

2 .35 

2.25 

I--+-- [legion ~bp''-'''n'' ntol) 
I ' FngelJ''''~lt liHU1 ~NL.-nercol ) 
, ---+--- F O(J;otl,,,,;I"'1 rllIU" ·:NL.-n",' ,>I) 

o "J"_,,,,,, 
'~i)jLJ'" 

.- --------1 
-----~ 

, ~,,'C-c-c-c-c-c-~~~~~~~._~~~~~-'~~ 

,"LI _~ __ 
+ 

10 I ~ ~.:;, 25 
NL-<'"'''' (J "'p""" Kolat"", 

The prNidlOlJ of t he .~'" hokl-nl' "" ~~I)Cct.~d "ncr OP1)roxitndlel)' l.~ s wa' llllJer preJi(1"(1 ill "II (',,'e,_ 

Howc,·cr. 11", aIm 0[ Ihl, IMrlicullU illY""ig'ation '"'"' to look at the Ilpprol"iotelK'b of the 1ll1,,1 ute lllud~1 

for tlie prediction of the ~o, dj,pcr,iuH. The re-ults "'." I'kHteJ "' ""mpl",1 ,'" . ..,' the hrst _30 impeller 

,,-,latium. 

figure _Ll ~ ,h"wed the g'" h",ld_up fe:<:" t.he t.wo nlO(lclb Nlllp,~ed lu l1>" eXl'erirlJeIJI ~I 'i[jJ llllllLe]'i(-,,1 ",,,,k 

of I kflon ': 1.9%1 dnd EHgelL,eoht (2ni)_ 'I lie ""Iu", for IXlth T1~~I .. I" "-c-rc fO\lT~1 to incrc",., "\.cadil)· ,,,eJ 
th~ :~I]lllpeller rotariow. Thc ¥"" hoW-up lur the mdure lllode! wa' fonlJ(l to be k'.le, th,m v,ith th~ 

Euler-Eule, lllullll'lia'e llj(~j"l. I lowe,·", "It", lJ impel In rot"ti"l" lh~." "''''e !wnd to I", OOllll'"",ble 

I he g'" hold up v"lu~ obt.oJnro for tile Cllp·,! wa, foulJd 10 b. lii~liel thn the v"lue, f"r thc current 

im-~'li~atioll TlLlo w,," dlle t.o the g'" !"":ll1"ul"ld in t.hc t"nk wilh Ihe \fIlF llxxlel. "Iliclr Wd' 01""<1,.., 

aH illitial cOllJih)jj for t.lii, parti"ul",- ca.",_ 

Cent\'< foc R""""m on ('"",pnt"tj"""I~' A""I'."I ~1,',I".n;'·, 

" (Jm'~R_'TTV op CAPE Tow" 
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at't' u" .. JlM"'o 01 alt illl~e fH'ltCU)"\;"''' 10<> ... 
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Figure 1.23: COll\nur vk,t a\ ~1II q)!ll aile, :111 irn· Fi~llI'(' 1,24 Contour plm at ~HJ 'I"" oitcr ·'to im-

E"~n Ch .. Ji:l, LOlh HLodeb wen' [ollnd to T","lt in "n oITeptahle Pi" tlhtrrLlllioll v~ClerIJ, lhe ga,-li(lllid 

inwrfue """" pnor l)' ,inlUl,,\qj Whe" "'"Lpdred l<! "-'1",riHlelLt"l work pre"'"t~d by l}(lllon (1998), the 

"Okl w"-" [oUJ>ll to ri,e 10 "1L llll""dJd,ic "][lount al~l\"~ \he bcoftk' T h" 'I'd' nl.lbeIWll i<H bolh rm~leb 

and t,h~ .ii","r~pancy wa' fountl tn Le ex,,",,-,'bokd OYel' till"' '" ,hown ill f;i~lln" ·Ln o"d '1.2 1 after.'lO 

ilIll'" 11 er rutd1 iOll.'. 

The two lIKHiel, 'Wl'" cornpm~rl OWl' the firbt 3() irn pelh' rotdtioll', a\ all illll"'ller 'I"",d of 940 rpm ' I 'I,e 

,,,,"it, 'howqj t hat t il(' \'d'Kil>' ~nu lurbulenn P",'dll"'t ('r" pn<iid ions w~r" simi I,,,' lor hot h moue l-. The 

WlMity nuu", ,howed ~{~xl ('Onel"tion '" thH Hxpel'imen\aI dOl,a, n"'vt in the be,l .. region where 1he 

l'~", "e r", I\",.,~"f, ill Ulluputat iollal" AW:;'d 'Il<d,,,u,,,, 

" LN'VL:1",rY 0" ('"p~ Tow" 
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4.2 UNSTEADY STATE: EFFECT OF MULTIPHASE MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

results were under-predicted. The turbulence parameters obtained were similar in all cases. However, 

higher values were obtained at the impeller tip for the mixture model. This could be attributed to the 

difference in turbulence model used. The dispersed k - c model was used for the Euler-Euler model and 

the standard k - c for the mixture model. This difference and the high degree of turbulence at the impeller 

tip could have resulted in the inconsistency at the impeller tip. The poor correlation to the experimental 

work presented by Deglon (1998) could be attributed to the experimental sampling techniques used as 

explained in Section 4.1.6. 

The comparison of the numerical work presented by Engelbrecht (2006) showed similar trends observed 

for the two models. The results for the GHUl model was unclear. A similar approach was used for the 

current work (started initially with no air) and the GHUl model where the simulation was started with 

0.15% of the experimental gas hold-up. It was observed that different values for the mean velocity and 

turbulence parameters were under-predicted with the GHUl model. The author claimed that the flow 

field was not fully developed for simulations corresponding to GHU1. However, this was unclear as the 

numerical models with both the mixture model and the Euler-Euler model both showed that the flow is 

fully developed after 30 impeller rotations. This finding wa..'l supported by the comparable results obtained 

from the steady state models. 

The prediction of the power draw was reasonably acceptable when compared to the experimental data. 

Comparable values to the numerical work presented by Engelbrecht (2006) were observed. The small over

prediction could be due to the small amount of the gas present in the system over 30 impeller rotations, 

since the power draw is expected to drop with aeration. 

The gas hold-up for the two models were comparable. The experimental gas hold-up was under-predicted 

as expected, since the 30 impeller rotations modelled represented about 1.9 s, compared to the required 

30 s required to obtain reasonable gas hold-up values. However, the results showed that both model could 

be used for the modelling of the gas phase. 

The gas hold-up values for the GHU4 case as predicted by Engelbrecht (2006) showed better predic

tion. This model used the MRF as an initial condition for the sliding mesh model. However, as found 

from the steady state models, the MRF was not appropriate to model gas dispersion. Therefore, using 

the MRF as an initial condition might lead to some numerical inaccuracies. 

Both models showed some diserepancies in simulating the fluid flow at the gas-liquid interface. A consid

erable rise in the water level was observed above the baffies. This lead to an unrealistic entrainment of 

gas inside the tank. At this point it was unclear whether this phenomenon was physieally possible or was 

due to some numerieal inability of both multipha.<;e models to correctly simulate the gas-liquid interface. 

Thus, this discrepancy was further investigated in Section 4.2.2. 
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4.2.2 EFH.CT 0 0' hfPF. LLF. " SP. >;" 
The mix i me jj~"j, ' 1 W'.' ,.,,",1 to inw't i","~ the dko of iml",llcr 'PC" 1. T hc ,,,oi ,, 0\')"'1 i\ e 01 I hi' "" "1 'UIJ 

,yo., \u im ",(.",01(' t hl' lx'h,,\'juur u[ l·he Y-"-' -h" uid lnlerf.,,:e upon" , ban" e iT' i, ,, peller '1,'e,1. .\ :If,O' modc l 

" lIb th~ 'Iiding nl",h "",,1,,1 "'<C' "",d to n~Hld I he rutntion uf \1 .. i"q",lk~ "",i I.h" IrJi,I·II'" n,, ~iell·o 

moJrJ th" ¥'" liq"id Il ow The ,,,,·.,,lw,,I·]Ou "'''' h,'I."'') ,~, Ih,ee iml)~lIer ,pet',k r,m rpm. !1·!Il rpm "",I 

l~~il l rpm. I he r..,;ult _ \w,e ,oTHl'aml to II,' ex!,,,rin,,-"tn l r","it, 10l>01h1 by l)cg lon (1 Y.I~) Th"" "ere' 

""iid"tf'd ;n torm, ,,I I·h" \.Cll,'ily \;;.IlI>~. II, e I '.Lrbll J..u('e p,u",rJel.ers, p"wer dr,,,,. "." d t h~ ~,,~ bold IIp I I., 

Il"LIWtJ, "I d,,\,\ ""'re ",nlp l,,1 ow, t.I., fi r_t :Ul ;mp"I'" rotMi,~" n' r'1x)r\'~1 ill \Iw f,,~ l o"'j,W ,""' I·j , ," , 

T l", ""'.ill 'rhnl.v Inr I.b e dirr~rent re0o,, ' are pl,~ted i" ,'i,""To' 4.20, ·1.2[, nnd .1.2;" Sd, circ,,,II., ''','', 

!)h.ted ;o( III iml','I"" "~ntiOl" inlrnol, rho Fc,,,,·,,1 ''''' '''U'''' HI Ill>' m"~H "eh-il.y ".1 ,"-" w,,~ ,,!',e,Yed 

in .'.)1 "'-'e" 

Ih~ m~an vok.·ily vnh ~" in hulk "'f'''''' . ,ic1""\,,1 HL r '1)','JI" L~'i. ,1""" .. , 1 ;on ulider 1""'di"li,,, of Ih~ 

CW'--' 'HocrLl "I d&" \u !H('re .. ", ill I,he veh il.\' ml"," "-,,,. ,)"e r",,1 "''''" t 1.-- :)I) ;m l", ll ", rol-ol ion< ,; "\' ,_ 

[; ,ted. T h;., chn"--,; t hnl ,--",ll I hOUAh co "vCrF~[)'''-' " oul,,,,,,,,1 ,\1. \.lie lweju"in~ ,,[ I·he ,LL""i.l·ion t h~ now 

;, " o1 1,,11 ), ,il've];~,.,d ",'U 11Le fir,l , 2(1 iml",II,'r rot"-'.; o,,' I h~ r",,, lt, ,; \11']",'1, t.hc ~"<li"A' m,,,lc k 

Wedde, -: I !MH1 r~p{),-till F ,.hM 30 im l>('lb ' 0101 jun< " ,cq' I, ,'"d 10 ubl"-''' ~ hilly d"'el, )1',,1 II"", 

, 
, 
I 
> 

--+-- ~"-'" (F'p" "'>enlal! 
10 "'pcl", Rcu Dr'" 

C.3 ----+- 20,-"pc "r Rot.:.= 
--&- :;0 ,",., ler r10t •• ono 

"' 
0.15 

,; 1 

0.C5 

I"VO I'" Spood (rpm! 

The ""ulb ",I th~ i",pell~, ,"-"am ".' .,Ik)\"" in " 'iF'll'~ 1.21) , ho,,"('(1 Food cUfJ'dl<I'KJ!l ~I b:W ,·~,n ,."d ~4(1 

rpm H",ycvcr. 11K' cxpcrirrJ('nlw dal l< w"" 'Jnde[-predi('I"d ,.1 12;,(1 rl'''1. Similar olr"""",tiOl," v:"'-" rc-

~o!'\",1 by En""lbred,1. -:2 I K~') h ;0 ,ingJ.. I'h,."" ,:;'"" 

COli", ,,>: ~",,,h in ComputMionnl1ll ,\w]",] M"",,,,,,;,,, 
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--&- 20 Impelle< '>ol.>or" 
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0A 

0,~ 

C 

"' 

Tb<- ,,,-Iodl.,' vdluco dl lh~ impelkt· tip ,bowed ~O<X! q1l0litoliw COlrelotiom but "'eT~ m"r_p",oi,t<'d fm 

"II ,'""",_ T)", '-"'''lit, (),,'r tl", fi,,,, :~) lUjpdl~[ wtatl()ll" ").",,,,,1 J"gligible diITer~!l(". sug,!;e",ing Ihdl Ih~ 

f1o~' in Ihi, r"~ion dll ~iJled llullli'l'iurl ,,1.lIbilily III Ib~ impell~r lip. 

10 "_, or rlo""oon:; 
--&- 20 I ~el ef KOk,too". 

~ f ---B- :JJ I~el ef Kot..tk:<lIl 

l'i¥Llre 1_~7 ' \:~Iocily (",.r') "0 impelkr oj)(oo (I'\>m) at impdlcr tip 

C"",,< for RC6enlCh in CAllliputationol &. Appl;ed 1Iedw.J,b 
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II~' lllllW'Ti.'al ,.',,,It., r", tk r, ~,t. lYIC,'Lll "qume \'d,,',(y o,e pl,,\!N1 on F,e,,""" '1 . 2~, l. 'l~) ~n<1 u(), T Il<' 

, bt~ "I~w."l ~n Irn"~'" itllw,t l1~ml "1 " '''''' w~"'ity with iWrI'".,ill g illlpelh 'Iw)Cd 

Th" I" "(lid('(l I,,,,t Jlw~n "'IU~I~ ' eh' it ,- ,',,In',, itl tl .. , I,ltlk rI'.~iotl i, , 1""'Itl ill Figun· ~.2g 1'10(' r<'

, ,,It , ,1"'""',1 g'~xl {lu"Ii '.ot i,"" 'HreIMi(,ll \1) Ih~ eXl->f'rin ",nhl ,bl~ 11,,,,,'''('1', Ill<' nU"',"'j"~l d"td were 

"nd''r-I..,.,~l" l,~l JJl ~ll ,"'",;. A ,i,tlilar k('JJd w,,, "h ... """d by 1':llg,'1 i>", ·ht i 2flQ(;\ It (.on 1)<' "iN., '),;{'1'''O,1 

th"t t ill' til,,,,. in !be h, Li < r co;iull '" ll, )t hil i" (\r\,el"IX'J ",'(" (h,' li r"t 10 It"lwller w(~t~)n' 

1 

B 
0 
> 

" ~ 
c 

" 

0.15 

"' 

, 

-- lJeg(on (Expe!irnc""') 
1" I~'pell", '1ct"'~ 

---+-- 2::' I~'pelle' '"",tol,·= 
---B- N I~'pelle' 'Mol,·on, 

O.1l5 L_~~--C" 
IOn bJAl "00 

fligllt" 1.2~: \'",,,, .. ,. fm.' " '" illl]>('lh 'I"'C~ (rpon ] in hu ll. reg ;l)ll 

I k llulllerico l ,bto in th" ""1",11<-, '(H'd"J w"",, <>wr-predl"t<-d a]l iJo"gh ,i"lJlal' t"'l~l' w,',,' ,,1""''''',1 I,,,,,, 

,·he ""Iwrim"ntal """IL II.' (li ,crol'oT>('Y ",','J.' lYl(,r~ ,,,I» lorn ,,1 o( \;'].() "rn, ",'J !H() rplll w,O, ~ Ldk, 

", ,,' r~bl~on l<l I ~I'II I pnl .. , >h,,-.,,n 111 r']~l"" 4 2l1. Similarly 1,1.' ,ing l" 1'1,,1.'" doto rCj~ 'rt e,t I)" f:Il~~lt"wht 

(~>(\l6'1 s hu,· .. ,,1 on ')\'N _]>l'('(\ ;, 't,,)n 01 1;,)(1 rplll anu 'W) q'''' but WJ1.lJ ~n un,ler 1<'"lj "\ ]I'll ,ot I:'~ili fj )jI] 

Celltr& I", Re""Mch in ( l:nnplll.aUO'l.CL.t- App:ic<1 \)";h",,b I'A">: ~I 
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""c'''e""""", "'_ ""e'e"", ,-,'" e,e", e,""."",""'" ""","" """',' """ """, ________ -',,' """ """'c',"N I) I) 'Si ' \lS"()~ 

o , -

[}eglon ibp .. ",,", ') 
10 ",,,,, Ie, fX;.t"to::<>s 

---+-- 20 1rTV' ler Hot.,,,,,, 
-e--- 30 "'pe l,,, Hot,ho"s 

'>J<' lll""---c,,~oo;C--C, ~,OO;;;;--
'"'po ler Spe ed ('p"') 

AI tl~, illlp"lkr ti,), th~ ('",reb""u l>eI"""'1l "'j!njj)~'u\" l and {h~ n" nlH i " i (I.~j" ",.."", 'lll"'it<J.!i",,ty gn'~1 

hut (l,,,,,\ji t"\i\~ly I~")'" vmh "n (WCf_p",jid io)) 1m "JI ~'c"',. rh" jJ.·,uh at th .. III iHllwUe r r"t~Il("" 

ill!"IYaj, .!Jow,>J ,imilar trnlJ" I I ':UIL "I", ~,. ub><!!wJ ll'~l I hA I (lw d ''OC'cpon,', "'0' C'Xa""rbat,,1 a' (UO 

rpm. 

I'AGJ; 52 

--+-- [>eoj <>n lex ,....",.",, ') 
1 (l I~'er Rot" "" 

o e ---4- 2\lIHl",I<;, H,~"h,,,," 

--€- 3(J 'Hl ",l .. R'~"1<"'" 

12(J<' 

Figure 1.30- "R.M,S (m., Ii ' -s lJllp~llcr spf'('(! (rpm)"'1 imp"ior tip 

COlltre for R"",ar<h in Com putatl0ll:>l" Appli"d M""h.llj('~ 
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Th~ 1",'bll]",,1 I'll" re," d""poll'!ll r"J ,,, "oil!<" h"be ulljj]Hic~1 and HjH'rIIlH'nl a] "'I)rk fnr tl1<' !'IJI~r' "f 

"" ,It i"",~ '1''''<.1 ill"",ti~"t('d n,,'I' I'I.-.tt c<1 in Fi¥UTL' 1-.31 1..32 O<)d 1. 33 I'll(' " 'I)('r imo "to I """I 'HIl)W' " "I 

,bl" bl~_,,,,,,,1 e,("xl qll"bl,,\,'" u~'rd~tlUu [" .. II", ,iJlfef('nt regi"n< 

T lw ,0,ull, '" Ih,' bllil. ",'.~,n~; (lepld"d HI F';:Uf(' ,j :ll <bl",",~1 ~u lludel' ",,·did .. "1 "f liJe eXIW'l'llUeul.,1 

<I"ta, '" ' imil aTk "1",,.\"(,1 I'll' t h,· m~Oll ,-dr>city ""d '00t nl~O" "1"0'0 wlocity "01",,, __ H"~"'''''r, loW,· cor 

[1(, d, II'"","o']n Ii", "IMY" (iJ''''p"I,,,!] !~1,' qlll'" i, 0),"'1",,1 I)V('" II", :~I ilU l" IJror [1)1;,li"],,, 

----+- [)pg'" (r ' '''"'n''''' '-i 
10 I""" I~, R"-~l"", 

" 2[J 1"""1,,, p"<"".,,,, 
-f>-- ~J 1,"""1,, p,,<,ot''' ''' 

000 ~~~--=-
100D IliXJ 1200 

In tbe imp,,]b _"'ealU, til(' ,< ,,,h~,,, a, "I.)wn in Vigllt'r' ./ ,:12 W(W pmli<'l "] l'<'a"ollabl)-' ""'I I "t mo 'lHtl 

all~ 9MJ r~m How","'-, Ilw llllnluiml l'e:;ul\" w('!'e llnd"I'-~[ ... licl"d al l~liI) rpm Tlw r"'lllt, w.- """II 

III ilUj X' lIr'r rot"-lion, i,""",'ol, wen' 'i,nilor oh"",;ng that th~ ftow W",' THI-",t li kely fully ckwlvpc~ in tile 

impeller r,,~i())\ 

('en,," fu, Jk,p~,,'h ill C'Jrnpul~ti'Jll,," &; Applied Me{'h.nh 

"\.'N ' V"""1T~ ,»' CAl" TOWN 
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'" all 1'0"" Tho d",,-rcponc}, "'"~ fUllOO to Ix , '~a,,,,,hal ... 1 ,,,,h ,nn,',",,,, In ;mp,-lkr ,\"",,1 ::;,m ihr 
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C<n',. for R~>=ch in Oomputational &: Appli<d }locllaniu 
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I'll(' tnrl)]]"'nl ~n"rgy 6<,ipa'ion rill"" values r,>r tIl<' nUlu~rjc&1 &nti ~"'l>£~im£'t1tol WOTK for t,ho rang~ of 

ro'&tional ""ro1 itlv~<\ig&lt;j '''~ plc<tro ill h¥ur"" UI, 4 ,:12 Imd 4,:l:l I'he ~xp"rilTl"nlal &101 nUlll£rical 

,Iot.o ,how,,1 g,~~1 qna[i'alin' ,:tXWlatiOli [or Llle dJlfffelll region", 

T he ,'""ull, in the b ulk [(7"on "" ~"l)lctcrl in h¥u", 1.:l l ,hO"",,).,11 llTl(I"'_l'r",I~;lion of Ih" ~,xpel 'lllental 

~ot.~,,,,< ,i111il",d,. OMeTyO(I for ~Il(' lTl",n ",[o<oi')' amI roo', H",an b<)u"re "do'.'Jt}, valu.', HO'WW'f litt '" 0< 

tj() din'erelL('e ill tht, ('I""g)' di",i~lltiOll rate ,,,,I,,,,, i< OIliW'T,,1 '"'''' til" :~) ittlpdlel lo\atioll', 

~' 
~ 
[i 0,2 

~ [X\l On 1['pc'"""1tal) 
1 0 II 'lloior Rota""" 

--6-- 2\J 11'll~ Of ",olll!"", 
---f>-:>J 1 n"4'~1ef Rolli!""", 

In 1.1", ittlpeller ,treattl, th~,' ""Iu"",, It, bll(lY.Jl in Fi¥ur<' t.32 ',,",'" ])fori i,t,,:! rm"'lnallk woll Ht h:~1 Il'lTl 

&lJd~!O 'V1u Ho,",,,n- \ h£ TlIlm('(ic.,J ",,,lit, ""T<' llwIM'_I'T"li",,,1 a\ 12i~1 '~HJ. TIle IfuU)" for ~ach 

10 impoll", ,,"ot,ion, JIItoTval, \wre ,mlliar ,bowing thal Lll<' H,w. Y.'ab HJ<"t lil<~I;' full;' ~owIOl)('"() in th" 

1rnl""llel,e'!lOll 

C<)(tr< fcr Ro"",,,ch in Complltatjo",t.i" "'11,liod ~I cd"" ,; ," 
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4.2 UNSTEADY STATE: EFFECT OF MULTIPHASE MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

qualitative correlation with increasing values upon an increase in impeller speed. The parameters showed 

increases with increasing impeller speed. The mean velocities were under-predicted in the bulk region 

and over-predicted in the impeller stream and at impeller tip. The discrepancy was more considerable at 

higher impeller speed. Similar, observations were made by Engelbrecht (2006) for a single phase investi

gation. The root mean square velocity showed similar trends, but with better predictions at the impeller 

tip. The turbulent energy dissipation rates were under-predicted in the bulk region as observed for the 

other C8.'les. An over-prediction was observed in the impeller stream and at the impeller tip. However, 

the over-prediction of the E values was higher at the impeller tip. This shows that the standard k - E 

turbulence model used with the mixture model over-predicts the turbulence parameters. Hence, higher 

order discretisation schemes and finer grid resolution might be needed in this region (Wechsler et aI., 1999; 

Deglon and Meyer, 2006). This also suggests a shortcoming of the mixture model with regards to the 

modelling of highly turbulent flows. The discrepancy observed in the other regions can be attributed to 

the experimental techniques used as outlined in Section 4.1.6. 

The power draw prediction was acceptable. However, a small over-prediction was observed with in

creasing impeller speed. The disagreement to experimental data was more substantial at 1260 rpm. The 

relatively small amount of gas in the tank after the 30 impeller rotations modelled could have resulted on 

the higher power draw prediction. A higher amount of gas in the tank would have resulted in a lower mean 

fluid velocity at the impeller tip and hence a lower and better power draw values would have been predicted. 

The gas hold-up was qualitatively well predicted in all cases with the common gas dispersion patterns. 

However, the gas-liquid interface was inaccurately modelled. The discrepancy was evident at 1260 rpm 

where the flow was completely unrealistic and unacceptable. It also caused a significant amount of gas 

entrainment into the tank, which resulted in a misleading and an inappropriate prediction of the gas 

hold-up. However, the phenomenon was less substantial at 630 rpm, where an insignificant amount of gas 

was entrained in the system. Thus, the modelling of the gas phase can be investigated at 630 rpm with 

the current modelling approach. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 4.2 UNSTEADY STATE: EFFECT OF MULTIPHASE MODEL 

4.2.3 EFFECT OF DRAG MODEL 

The standard Schiller drag model was based on a stagnant liquid without taking the effect of frothers into 

account. The effect of the frothers in the modelling of gas dispersion was found important by Engelbrecht 

(2006). The Schiller model was therefore modified to account for the effect of frothers by increasing the 

drag coefficient. This is explained in Section 4.2.3. Three cases were looked at, namely the case using 

the standard drag model (C1), and two other cases, C2 and C3, where the drag was increased by 41% 

and 71 % respectively. The mixture model was used with a 3600 geometry and the sliding mesh model 

was the impeller rotation modeL The simulations were ran at 630 rpm where the inaccuracies with the 

modelling of the gas-liquid were minimal. The model was validated in terms of the mean velocities, 

turbulence parameters, power draw and gas hold-up, according the the experimental work presented by 

Deglon (1998). The results for the first 30 impeller rotations were described in th€ following sections. 

Fluid Properties 

The changes in the mean velocity values were insignificant with the increase in drag. In the bulk region 

and the impeller stream the increase in gas caused an insignificant decrease in velocity. The results at the 

impeller tip showed negligible or no difference in the mean velocity values over the 10 impeller rotation 

intervals. 

Similar observations were obtained for the root mean square velocity values in the three different re

gions. The values were found unchanged with the increase in drag after the first 30 impeller rotations. 

The turbulent energy dissipation rate at the impeller tip was unchanged in the bulk region and im

peller stream over the 30 impeller rotations simulated. The increase in drag resulted in a decrease in the 

turbulent energy dissipation rate at the impeller tip. 

Power Draw 

The changes in power draw with the changes in the drag are shown in Figure 4.42. An insignificant 

increase in the power draw can be observed with an increase in drag. This is found to be contradictory 

with experimental data, since an increase in drag should have resulted in a decrea,"le in the power draw. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this investigation was to develop a multi phase model able to simulate the basic gas 

dispersion and the inherent hydrodynamics within the Rushton turbine agitated tank. This model was 

to be suitable to be used as the stepping stone for the modelling and investigation of gas-liquid related 

systems. The multiphase model was based on the previous numerical work of Siwale (2004) and on the 

recent work of Engelbrecht (2006). The models were compared and validated with the experimental work 

presented by Deglon (1998). The results were validated in terms of the mean velocities, the turbulence 

parameters, the power draw and the gas hold-up. Based on the results, the following conclusions were 

drawn. 

5.1 STEADY STATE MODEL 

The steady state model was found to be convenient for modelling the hydrodynamic phenomena. The 

mean velocity values were in good agreement with the experimental data, although they were under

predicted in the bulk region. This was attributed to the experimental accuracy due to the method used 

in determining fluid velocities. The poor prediction of the root mean square velocity determined from 

the turbulent kinetic energy was ascribed to the sampling technique used. Similarly, the discrepancy in 

the prediction of the turbulent energy dissipation rate was regarded as an experimental inaccuracy. The 

power draw showed good correlation for all cases. The value of the gas hold-up was poorly predicted, 

which was most probably due to the numerical instability upon introduction of air in the system. 

The boundary conditions employed for the outlet was found to have negligible effect on the system. 

The convergence criterion were not met when a pressure outlet and outflow boundary was used. The 

system with a velocity outlet resulted in the accumulation of gas in the system. Thus, the steady state 

models were found inappropriate for the prediction of the gas phase. It is unclear whether it is due to the 

inherent unsteadiness of the system or just a numerical problem. However, the MRF model was found 

suitable for the prediction of the velocity values, the turbulence parameters and the power draw. 

5.2 UNSTEADY STATE MODEL 

The comparison of the mixture and Euler-Euler model over the first 30 impeller rotations showed that 

both models can be used for the prediction of the gas dispersion, velocities and the associated turbulence 

parameters. When compared, the velocity values were found to show the same correlation in the different 

regions in the tank. The root mean square turbulent velocity in bulk region and in the impeller stream 

were found to follow the same trend. However, at the impeller tip, the mixture model showed a better 

correlation to experimental data than the Euler-Euler model. The same observations were made for the 

prediction of the turbulent energy dissipation rate. This was attributed to the different turbulence mod

els used, where the k - c dispersed model and the standard k - c turbulence model were used for the 

Euler-Euler model and the mixture model respectively. The considerable difference was mainly due to 

the high degree of turbulence in the region close to the impeller. The gas hold-up for the two models 
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5.2 UNSTEADY STATE MODEL CONCLUSIONS 

showed the correlation over the 30 impeller rotations simulated. Thus, both multiphase models can be 

used for the prediction of the hydrodynamics in a gas-liquid system and for the modelling of gas dispersion. 

The numerical results for the range of impeller speed showed good correlation to the experimental data. 

The disagreement to the experimental data observed, was attributed the experimental sampling tech

niques. However, the discrepancies were found more substantial with increasing impeller speed. The 

prediction of the turbulent energy dissipation rates was found to be over-predicted in all cases. Thus, the 

prediction of the turbulence parameters in regions of high turbulence with the standard k - E model in 

a multi phase system might not be adequate. This might be regarded as one of the shortcomings of the 

mixture model, where the system treating the phases on a volume fraction (mixture) basis fails to predict 

highly turbulent flows. The volume fraction of air was qualitatively well predicted, with the common gas 

distribution patterns. However, the models failed to accurately simulate the gas-liquid interface, resulting 

in the water rising to an unrealistic amount over the baffies. This was found to be exacerbated with in

creasing impeller speed. The multiphase model was found be inappropriate to model gas dispersion with 

the current modelling approach, and it was conduded that this could result in misleading and inaccurate 

predictions. 

The approach used to account for frothers, by increasing the drag coefficient via the Schiller and Nau

mann correlation resulted in some undear results. The mean and root mean square velocities decreased 

insignificantly with the increase in the volume fraction of gas in the tank. The turbulent energy dissipation 

rates decreased with increasing gas hold-up, disagreeing with the findings made by Deglon (1998). This 

supports the claim made with regards to the prediction of the turbulent energy dissipation rate while 

using the mixture modeL The gas hold-up did not increase significantly with the increase in drag. This 

was undear as a substantial increase in gas hold-up should have been obtained. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

6 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendations made were based on the conclusions and are as followed: 

The MRF model with the current modelling approach is unable to simulate gas-liquid systems due to 

its inability to simulate a numerically converged result. However, the model was adequate for the pre

diction of the velocity values, turbulence parameters and power draw. The model produced comparable 

results to the more computationally intensive sliding mesh model. Therefore, MRF model is unsuitable 

for the prediction of gas dispersion in stirred tanks. 

The results between the mixture model and Euler-Euler model were comparable. Therefore, the mix

ture model can be used as an alternative multiphase model for the prediction of gas-dispersion, especially 

when computing power and time is limited. 

Both models failed to correctly predict the fluid flow at the gas-liquid interface. The only acceptable 

solution was obtained at low impeller speeds. Thus, if the current modelling approach is used, it is rec

ommended to be used only at low impeller speed. 

The drag model gave acceptable results, with the increase in gas hold-up when the drag coefficient was 

increased. However, the modified model of Schiller and Naumann did not result in significant increase or 

decrease in values for the fluid properties, the power draw and most importantly the gas hold-up. Thus, 

further investigations are recommended. 
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STEADY STATE AND UNSTEADY STATE RESULTS DATA 

A STEADY STATE AND UNSTEADY STATE 

RESULTS DATA 

A.I STEADY STATE RESULTS DATA 

A.I.1 GAS HOLD-UP 

Table A.I: Gas hold-up, ¢ 

Iteration 
Boundary 

Outflow Pressure Outlet Velocity Inlet 

.') 000 0.0201 0.0197 0.0144 

10 000 0.0321 0.0514 0.0249 

15000 0.0471 0.0677 0.0363 

20000 0.0501 0.0736 0.0456 

25000 0.0573 0.0769 0.0527 

30000 0.0647 0.080 0.0603 

A.2 UNSTEADY STATE RESULTS DATA 

A.2.1 MEAN VELOCITY DATA 

Table A.2: Mean velocity, U (m.s- 1 ) 

Region 

Impeller ~peed 
(rpm 

Bulk Impeller Stream Impeller Tip 

Impeller Rotation 

10 20 30 10 20 30 10 

940 (Eulerian) 0.018 0.020 0.033 0.439 0.427 0.425 1.772 

940 (Mixture) 0.025 0.030 0.051 0.425 0.401 0.392 1.768 

630 (Mixture-Cl) 0.019 0.02.,) 0.033 0.246 0.248 0.247 1.160 

630 (Mixture-C2) 0.018 0.027 0.029 0.220 0.210 0.228 1.150 

630 (Mixture-C3) 0.016 0.027 0.030 0.230 0.208 0.224 1.150 

1260 (Mixture) 0.074 0.068 0.094 0.570 0.541 0.520 2.404 
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20 30 

1.806 1.805 

1.799 1.793 

1.186 1.191 

1.184 1.192 

1.184 1.192 

2.424 2.403 
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A.2 UNSTEADY STATE RESULTS DATA STEADY STATE AND UNSTEADY STATE RESULTS DATA 

A.2.2 ROOT MEAN SQAURE VELOCITY DATA 

Table A.3: Root mean square velocity, VR.M.S (m.s 1
) 

Region 

Impeller ~peed Bulk Impeller Stream Impeller Tip 
(rpm 

Impeller Rotation 

10 20 30 10 20 30 lO 20 30 

940 (Eulerian) 0.138 0.113 0.115 0.380 0.379 0.378 0.422 0.340 0.396 

940 (Mixture) 0.139 0.116 0.114 0.377 0.366 0.361 0.566 0.569 0.571 

630 (Mixture-C1) 0.107 0.073 0.071 0.251 0.244 0.247 0.395 0.389 0.389 

630 (Mixture-C2) 0.lO4 0.072 0.072 0.220 0.211 0.223 0.367 0.363 0.359 

630 (Mixture-C3) 0.105 0.0730 0.072 0.230 0.208 0.224 0.366 0.362 0.359 

1260 (Mixture) 0.183 0.163 0.159 0.514 0.499 0.492 0.802 0.804 0.800 

A.2.3 TURBULENT ENERGY DISSIPATION RATE DATA 

Table A.4: Turbulent energy dissipation rate, E (W.kg-l) 

Region 

Impeller ~peed Bulk Impeller Stream Impeller Tip 
(rpm 

940 (Eulerian) 

940 (Mixture) 

630 (Mixture-C1) 

630 (Mixture-C2) 

630 (Mixture-C3) 

1260 (Mixture) 

PAGE A-2 

Impeller Rotation 

10 20 30 10 20 30 10 

0.150 0.132 0.149 11.82 12.73 12.86 28.0 

0.150 0.146 0.151 11.69 11.75 11.60 76.71 

0.073 0.033 0.035 3.07 3.19 0.32 21.81 

0.053 0.033 0.035 3.16 3.20 3.22 19.54 

0.055 0.033 0.035 3.12 3.23 3.23 19.34 

0.360 0.390 0.383 30.20 29.90 29.34 227.71 
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20 30 

25.95 25.57 

82.57 84.01 

22.62 22.97 

20.54 20.23 

20.46 20.27 

244.25 241.07 
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STEADY STATE AND UNSTEADY STATE RESULTS DATA A.2 UNSTEADY STATE RESULTS DATA 

A.2.4 POWER DRAW DATA 

Table A.5: Power draw, (Wkg-l) 

Impeller Speed Impeller Rotation 

(rpm) 10 20 30 

940 (Eulerian) 2.01 2.19 2.19 

940 (Mixture) 2.04 2.19 2.17 

630 (Mixture-C1) 0.591 0.620 0.622 

630 (Mixture-C2) 0.601 0.625 0.624 

630 (Mixture-C3) 0.600 0.625 0.625 

1260 (Mixture) 5.10 5.36 5.23 

A.2.5 GAS HOLD-UP 

Table A.6: Gas hold-up, (¢) 

Impeller Speed Impeller Rotation 

(rpm) 10 20 30 

940 (Eulerian) 0.0261 0.0302 0.0328 

940 (Mixture) 0.0086 0.0169 0.0259 

630 (Mixture-Cl) 0.0035 0.00,50 0.0066 

630 (Mixture-C2) 0.0031 0.0059 0.0080 

630 (Mixture-C3) 0.0031 0.0057 0.0079 

1260 (Mixture) 0.0171 0.0290 0.043 
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